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IN THIS REPORT provisional statistics are presented, based on data 
collected in household interviews for the Health InteYview Survey dzwing 
July 19ti4-June 1965, on the incidence of acute illnesses and injuries 
and associated disability days; the peycent of the civilian, noninstitu­
tional pojndation with one OY move chronic conditions; the number of 
pensons injured and associated disability days; the numbey of hospital 
discharges; the number of disability days associated with illness; the 
average cost pey acquisition of prescribed medicine; and a percent dis­
tribution of the cost ofnonpyescyibed medicine by place from which it 
was obtained. 
This repoyt is the thivd in a series of annwal publications providing 
provisional estimates from the Health Intevview SuYvey based on con­
solidation of quayterly data. Due to the provisional natzme of these esti­
mates, they may, in some instances, difier slightly from revised data 
veleased at a latey date. 
SYMBOLS 
Data notavailable 
Category nonapplicable . . . 
Quantity zero -
Quantity more than O but less than 0.05---- 0.0 
Figure does not meet standards of 
*reliability or precision 
CURRENT 
FROM THE ‘HEALTH 
Char Ies S. Wilder, Division 
HIGHLIGHTS FOR THE PERIOD 
Acute Conditions 
During the period July 1964-June 1965 an 
estimated incidence of 400.9 million acute ill­
nesses and injuries requiring either medical 
attention or restriction of daily activity occurred 
among the civilian, noninstitutional population of 
the United States (tables 1 and 4). This estimate 
represents an average of about 212.7 conditions 
per 100 persons per year, which represents a 
slight increase over the incidence rate for the 
previous year of 208.5 per 100 persons per year. 
An increase in the incidence rate for the common 
cold was chiefly responsible for the rise in the 
overall rate. There was a decline in rate for in­
fective and parasitic diseases, resulting from a 
substantially lower incidence of common child-
hood diseases. Other condition groups had rates 
closely comparable to those for the previous 
year. Figure 1 shows the seasonal variation by 
calendar quarter of all acute conditions andacute 
respiratory conditions. There was a substantial 
increase in rates for the January-March 1965 
quarter, reflecting the seasonal peakin respira­
tory illness. 
Acute illness andinjurycaused eachpersonin 
the population an average of 8.3days of restricted 
activity during the year, including about 3.5 days 
spent in bed (tables 2, 3, 5, and 6). Acute condi­
tions were responsible for an estimated 4.6 days 
lost from school per school-age child (6-16 
years) and 3.4 days lost from work per currently 
employed person (tables 7 and 8). A currently 
employed person is defined as a person who had 
ESTIMATES 
INTERVIEW SURVEY 
of Health interview Statistics 
a job or business or worked at an y time during the 
2-week period prior to the week of interview. 
Persons With Chronic Conditions 
An estimated 87.3 million persons, or 46.3 
percent of the population, exclusive of the Armed 
Forces and inmates of institutions, reported one 
or more chronic diseases or impairments (table 
9). The comparable percentage for the 12-month 
period ending in June 1964 was 45.2. The increase 
in reporting of chronic conditions occurred in all 
age groups for males and females, reaching a 
peak of 84.6 percent for females aged 65 years 
and older with one or more chronic diseases or 
impairments. 
Persons Iniured 
An estimated 54.2 million persons, or a rate 
of 28.8 per 100 persons, were injured during the 
period July 1964-June 1965 (table 10). This rate 
was about the same as that for the previous year, 
when 28.6 per 100 persons in the population were 
injured. Of the 54.2 million injured persons, about 
52.6 percent restricted their activities for at 
least 1 day; some were medically attended, others 
were not. The remaining 2.4 million were medi­
cally attended, but they did not have to restrict 
their usual activities. Among those with activity-
restricting injuries, 21.5 percent of the total had 
to spend at least 1 day in bed. 
About 3.4 million persons were injured in 
moving motor vehicle accidents compared with 
3.8 million for the previous year. The increased 
number of persons injured “while at work” 
,. 
----------------
(8,993,000) and at “home” (24,783,000) reflects 
a change in procedure for reporting data by class 
of accident. In the previous year’s report the 
number of persons injured while at work excluded 
those injured in motor vehicle accidents while 
working; similarly “home accidents” excluded 
combinations of home-while at work and home-
motor vehicle accidents. It is felt that useful 
information wiU be provided by class of accident 
if all classes include injuries which may also be 
included in one or more other classes of accident. 
The rate for the “other” class (comparable with 
the previous year’s data) is somewhat higher 
‘than that reported for July 1963-June 1964– 
10.4 compared with 9.3 injured per 100 persons 
per year. The accident is classified as “other” 
if the occurrence of injury cannot be classified 
in one or more of the three classes of accidents— 
motor vehicle, home, or while at work (e.g., 
accidents occurring in public places, such a= 
department stores or public sidewalks or play-
grounds, and accidents occurring at school). 
About 59.5 percent of the 3.4 million persons 
injured in moving motor vehicle accidents had 
activity-restricting injuries, including 44.2 per-
cent of the total who had bed-disabling injuries. 




Whileat work --------- 46.4 19.0 
Home ---------------- 46.9 16.7 
Other 62.3 24.1 
The rate of restricted-activity days associ­
ated with injury was slightly less than that for the 
previous year, as was the rate of bed-stay (tables 
11 and 12). The rates of disability days for per-
sons injured in moving motor vehicle accidents 
were slightIy lower than comparable rates for 
the previous year. Although the rate of bed disa­
bility for the “other” group reflected a small in-
crease, that for reduced activity rose substan­
tially. 
Hospital Discharges 
An estimated 24.2 million discharges from 
short-stay hospitals involving one or more nights 
of hospital stay, or 12.9 discharges per 100 per-
sons, occurred during the reference periods end-
2 
ing between July 1964 and June 1965 (table 13). 
The term reference periods is used because 
health interviews were conducted in anew sampie 
of households during each week of the period. 
Information about hospitalizations during the 12 
months prior to interview was obtained for per-
sons alive at the time of interview. To adjust for 
underreporting due to memory bias, estimates 
were based on hospital discharges during the 
most recent 6 months prior to interview. 
The rates by age and six were quite similar 
to those reported for the previous year, except for 
a decline in rate for females aged 17-24 years. 
This lower rate among young females is probably 
related to a decrease in the number of discharges 
after hospitalization for delivery and disorders of 
pregnancy. The incidence rate per 100 females for 
deliveries and disorders of pregnancy and the 
puerperium declined from 6.0 to 4.6 for the cur-
rent year (table 1). 
Disability Days 
Short-term disability resulting from illness 
and injury had levels quite similar to those for 
the previous 12-month period. Persons in the 
population experienced an average of 16.4 days 
of reduced activity, including 6.2 days in bed 
(table 14). Currently employed persons reported 
an average rate of 5.7 days lost from work. The 
rate of days lost from school among persons aged 
6-16 years was 5.2 days per person per year 
(table 15). The seasonal pattern of the quarterly 
rates of disability days shown in table 21 and 
figure 3 is quite similar to the trend of acute 
conditions, with the highest rates for each type 
during the winter quarter January-March. 
Prescribed and Nonprescribed Medicines 
During July 1964-June 1965, information was 
collected about prescribed and nonprescribed 
medicines obtained during the 2-week-reference 
period prior to interview. Definitions of pre-
scribed and nonprescribed medicines are pre­
sented in Appendix H. Tables 16 and 17 show 
some preliminary findings from the data. The 
average cost per acquisition of prescribed medi­
cine (exclusive of prescribed medicine obtained 
free of charge) was $3.60. An acquisition is the 
amount of medicine obtained at a given time for 
use by one person. The average cost was about 
the same for males and females, and for both 
sexes was highest for persons aged45-64 years. 
tibout 65.3 percent of the money spent for non-
prescribed medicines wasexpendedin drugstores; 
an estimated 20.1 percent of the expenditure for 
these medicines was in grocery stores; and the 
remaining 14.6 percent was distributed among 
mail-order houses, department stores, and other 
and unstated places from which such medicines 
maybe obtained. 
Seasonal Variation 
Tables 19-21 and figures l-3 present quar­
terly trends of three health topics. These are: 
acute conditions, persons injured, and person-
disability days. 
SOURCE	 AND LIMITATIONS 
OF DATA 
The information contained in this publication 
is derived from household interviews conducted 
by the Health Interview Survey in cooperation with 
the U.S. Bureau of the Census in a probability 
sample of the civilian, noninstitutional population 
of the United States. The sample is designed so 
that interviews are conducted during every week 
of the year. During the 52-week period from 
July 1964 through June 1965, the sample was 
composed of approximately 42,000 households 
containing about 134,000 persons living at the 
time of the interview. 
A description of the design of the Survey, the 
methods used in estimation, and general qualifi­
cations of the data obtained from surveys is 
presented in Appendix I. Since the estimates 
shown in this report are based on a sample of 
the population rather than on the entire popu­
lation, the y are subject to sampling error. There-
fore, particular attent~on should be paid to the 
section entitled “Reliability of Estimates .“ Sam­
pling errors for most of the estimates are of 
relatively low magnitude. However, where an 
estimated number or the numerator or the de-
nominator of a rate or percentage is small, the 
sampling error may be high. Charts of relative 
sampling errors and instructions for their use 
are shown in Appendix I. 
Certain terms used in this report are defined 
in Appendix II. Some of the terms have special­
ized meanings for the purpose of the Survey. For 
example, estimates of the incidence of acute con­
ditions include, with certain exceptions, those con­
ditions which had started within 2 weeks and which 
involved either medical attention or restricted ac­
tivity. The exceptions, which are listed in Appendix 
II, are certain conditions such as heart trouble and 
diabetes which are always considered to be chron­
ic, regardless of duration or onset. 
Estimates of the number of disability days 
associated with acute conditions are derived from 
the number of days of disability experienced 
during the 2-week period prior to the week of 
interview and include all such days reported, 
even if the acute condition causing the disability 
had its onset prior to the 2-week period. Dis­
ability days associated with acute conditions are 
recorded on a condition basis. If an individual 
has more than one acute condition on the same 
day, the count of disability days will exceed the 
actual number of days disabled, i.e., person 
days of disability. 
The questionnaire used during the 12 months 
of data collection is illustrated in Appendix 
111. Information about acute conditions, persons 
with one or more chronic conditions, persons 
injured, and disability days was derived from the 
responses to the illness-recall questions (ques­
tions 6-12) and table I. Information about hos­
pital discharges was obtained from table 11. 
Annual estimates shown were obtained by 
consolidating data tabulated on a quarterly basis 
and, due to rounding of numbers, may, in some 
instances, differ slightly from those prepared 
from annual tabulations to be released at a later 
date. In order to release provisional data quickly, 
























TARLE 1. INCIDENCE OF ACUTE CONDITIONS, PERCENT DISTRIBUHON , AND NUMBER OF ACOTE CONDITIONS PER 100 PERSONS

PER YRAR, BY SEX AND CONDITION GROTJP:UNITED STATES, JULY 1964-JDNE 1965

~ata aretmsedon hOusehOldinhrtiews Oftie civilian, nminstititional ~p.lati.n. lles.rveydesigm, general qualifications, andinkmnhkan cm thereliabilitycf 
the e3.timates are give. in Appsmdix 1.’ Definitions of terms are given in Appendix 1] 
CONOITION GROUP 
= =; 
NUMBER OF ACUTE CON-
INCi OENCE OF ACUTE PERCENT OITIONS PER 105 
CONDITIONS IN THOUSANOS DISTRIBUTION PERSONS PER YEAR 
ALL ACUTE CONO IT IONS 400,871 185.242 2L5,629 100.0 00.0 100.0 212.7 202.9 222. G 
— — 
INFECTIVE ANO PARASITIC OISEASES--- 51,886 24,623 27,263 12.9 13.3 12.6 27.5 27.0 28.1 
COMMON CHILOHOOO OISEASES 16,425 B,869 7.556 4.1 4.B 3.5 8.7 9.7 7.8 
THE V I Rus , No. s 27,681 12,149 15,533 6.9 6.6 7.2 14.7 13.3 16.0 
OTHER INFECTIVE ANO PARASITIC 
O I S EAS ES------------------------ 7,779 3,605 4,174 1.9 1.9 1.9 4.1 3.9 4.3 
RESPIRATORY CONOI T IONS---------—-- 219,355 98,545 120,809 54.7 53.2 56.0 116.4 107.9 124.4 
UPPER RESPIRATORY CONDITIONS 1+6,416 65,533 80,8B2 36.5 35.4 37.5 77.7 71.8 83.3 
COMMON COL 0-------------------- 115,132 52,251 62,8B1 2B.7 28.2 29.2 61.1 57.2 64.7 
OTHER ACUTE UPPER RESPIRATORY 
COND IT [ OH S-------------------- 31,283 13,282 18,001 7.8 7.2 8.3 16.6 14.5 18.5 
I NF LU EN ZA------------------------ 63,930 28,614 35,316 15.9 15.4 16.4 33.9 31.3 36.4 
INFLUENZA WITH OIGESTIVE 
MAN 1 FESTAT IONS 6,118 2,611 3,50B 1.5 1.4 1.6 3.2 2.9 3.6 
OTHER I NFL UENZA 57,812 26,004 31,808 14.4 14.0 14.8 30.7 28.5 32.8 
OTHER RESPIRATORY CONOIT ION S----- 9,005 4,398 4,611 2.2 2.4 2.1 4.8 4.8 4.7 
PN EUMON I A---------------------- 2,491 1,320 1,177 0.6 0.7 0.5 1.3 1.4 1.2 
BRONCHI T I S 3,75C 1,653 2,097 0.9 0.9 1.0 2.0 1.8 2.2 
OTHER ACUTE RESPIRATORY 
C ONO I T 10N S----------------—-- 2,762 1,426 1,337 0.7 0.8 C.6 1.5 1.6 1.4 
DIGESTIVE SYSTEM CONDITIONS 21,04$ 9,B96 11,152 5.3 5.3 5.2 11.2 10.8 11.5 
DENTAL CONDI TIONS 9,662 4,754 4,909 2-4 .2.6 2.3 5.1 5.2 5.1 
FUNCTIONAL ANO SYMPTOMATIC UPPER 
GASTROINTESTINAL OISOROERS, 
N. E . c --------------------------- 4,36S 1,917 2,452 1.1 1.0 1.1 2.3 2.1 2.5 
OTHER OIGESTIVE SYSTEM 
CONO I T 10 HS---------------------- 7,01( 3,225 3,791 1.B 1.7 1.8 3.7 3.5 3.9 
1NJ UR I E S---— 56,35: 32,738 23,613 14.1 17.7 11.0 29.9 35.9 24.3 
FRACTURES, DISLOCATIONS, SPRAINS. 
ANO ST RA I NO 15,013 7,895 7,11B 3.7 4.3 3.3 8.0 8.6 7.3 
FRACTURES ANO OISLOCAT IONS 5,588 2,B05 2,783 1.4 1.5 1.3 3.0 3.1 2.9 
SPRAINS ANO STRAINS 9,425 5,090 4,335 2.4 2.7 2.!J 5.0 5.6 4.5 
OPEN HOUNOS ANO LACERATIONS 15,763 lQ, B85 4,B78 3.9 5.9 2.3 B.4 11.9 5.0 
CONTUSIONS ANO SUPERFICIAL 
I NJURI ES------------------------ 11,720 5,842 5,877 2.9 3.2 2.7 6.2 6.4 6.1 
OTHER CURRENT INJURIEs— 13,856 8,116 5,743 3.5 4.4 2.7 7.4 8.9 5..9 
ALL OTHER ACUTE CONDITIONS 52,230 19,439 32,791 13.0 10.5 15.2 27.7 21.3 33. d 
01 SEASES OF THE EAR-------------- 11,969 6,312 5,657 3.0 3.4 2.6 6.4 6.9 5.8 
HE AOACHES 4,531 1,317 3,214 1.1 0.7 1.5 2.4 1.4 3.3 
GENITOURINARY OISOROERS 6,638 900 5,73B 1.7 0.5 2.7 3.5 1.0 5.9 
OELIVERIES ANO OISORDERS OF 
PREGNANCY ANO THE PUERPERIUM---- 4,472 . . . 4,472 1.1 . . . 2.1 2.4 . . . 4.6 
OISEASES OF THE SK I N------------- 3*398 2,852 2,546 1.3 1.5 1.2 2.9 3.1 2.6 
OISEASES OF THE 14JSCULOSKELETAL 
SYSTEM 4,325 1,669 2.656 1.1 0.9 1.2 2.3 1.8 2.7 
ALL OTHER ACUTE CONDITIONS 14, B98 6,39~ 8,508 3.7 3.4 3.9 7.9 7.(I B.fl 

































TABLE 2. DAys oF RESTRICTEDACTIVITYAss0C2ATEDWITH ACDTE Conditionsmm DAYs OF REsTRImED AcTIvITyPER 100

PERSONSPER YEAR, BY SEX AND CONO’ITION GROOP: DNITED STATES, JULY 1964 -JDNE 1965 
1 
I ~nta am LMModm no.dmkl interviews of the civilian, ncminst.itutionrd population. The s.rvey design, genera, qualifications, and information on the reliability of 






ALL ACUTE CONOIT IONS 
INFECTIVE AND PARASITIC DISEASE S---
COMMUN CHILOHOOO OISEASES 
THE VIRUS , N.O. s -----------------
OTHER INFECT IVE AND PARASIT [C 
DISEASES 
RESPIRATORY CONDITIONS 
UPPER RESPIRATORY coNOIT 10 Ns-----
COMMON COLA 
OTHER ACUTE UPPER RESPIRATORY 
CONO 1T 10 HS --------------------
I NF LU EN ZA------------------------
INFLUENZA WITH DIGESTIVE 
MAN I FESTAT IONS 
OTHER I NFLUENZA-— 
OTHER RESPIRATORY CONDITIONS 
PNE UMON I A----------------------
BRo NCH I T I S 
OTHER ACUTE RESPIRATORY 
COND 1 T 10 HS--------------------
DIGESTIVE SYSTEM CONDITIONS 
DENTAL COND1 T IONS

FUNCTIONAL ANO SYMPTOMATIC UPPER

GASTROINTESTINAL OISOROERS, 
N. E . C 
OTHER DIGESTIVE SYSTEM 
CONO I TIDES 
1NJUR 1 E S 
FRACTURES, OISLOCAT 10NS, SPRAINS, 
AND STRA 1NO 
FRACTURES ANO DISLOCATIONS 
SPRA1 NS ANO STRAINS 
OPEN HOUNOS ANO LACERATIONS 
CONTUSIONS ANO SUPERFICIAL 
INJURIES 
OTHER CURRENT INJURIES 
ALL OTHER ACUTE CONDITIONS 
0 ISEASES OF THE EAR--------------
HE AOACHES 
GEN[ TOUR I NARY 01 SOROERS 
OELIVERIES ANO OISOROERS OF 
PREGNANCY ANO THE PUERPERIUM----
OISEASES OF THE SI(l N-------------
DISEASES OF THE MUSCULOSKELETAL 
SYS TE M--------------------------
ALL OTHER ACUTE CONDITIONS 
OAYS OF RESTRICTED ACTIVITY OAYS OF RESTRICTED ACTIVITY 
IN THOUSANOS PER 100 PERSONS PER YEAR 
1,568,179 675,129 893,050 832.2 739.4 919.5 
217, 191 97,938 119,253 115.3 1G7.3 122.8 
91,294 48*119 43,175 48.4 52.7 4+.5 
79,689 30,345 49,344 42.3 33.2 50.8 
46,208 19,474 26,734 24.5 21.3 27.5 
680.818 305.447 375,372 361.3 334.5 386.5 
365,070 164,57B 200,492 193.7 180.2 206.4 
271,791 124,374 147,416 144.2 136.2 151.8 
93,279 40,204 53,075 49.5 44.0 54.6 
235, 878 103,441 132,437 125.2 113.3 136.4 
14,584 6,375 8,209 7.7 7.@ 8.5 
221,294 97,065 124,228 117.4 106.3 127.9 
79,870 37,420 42,443 42.4 41. fl 43.7 
40s 858 21.653 19,205 21.7 23.7 19.8 
27,’322 9,239 18,683 14.8 10.1 19.2 
11,090 6,536 4.555 5.9 7.2 4.7 
81,879 35.855 46,023 43.5 39.3 47.4 
2L,277 9,599 11,678 11.3 10.5 12.0 
13,708 4,661 9,047 7.3 5.1 3.3 
46,89.4 21,596 25,298 24.9 23.7 26.0 
318,072 163.018 155,054 168.8 176.5 159.7 
169,747 79,367 90,381 9D. I 86.9 93.1 
106,848 49,988 56,861 56.7 54.7 58.5 
62,899 29,379 33,520 33.4 32.2 34.5 
50,306 29,652 20,654 26.7 32.5 21.3 
47,993 25,433 22,560 25.5 27.9 23.2 
50,025 28,567 21,458 26.5 31.3 22.1 
270,219 72,872 197,348 143.4 79.8 203.2 
36,043 17.562 18,481 19.1 19.2 19. G 
6,486 1,768 4,718 3.4 1.9 4.9 
43,462 7,631 35,832 23.1 8.4 36-9 
51,578 ... 51,578 27.4 . . . 53.1 
26,114 13,597 12,518 13.9 14.9 12.9 
36,021 10,957 25,064 19.1 12.5 25.8 
70, 515 21,357 49,158 37.4 23.4 50.6 
























TABLE 3. DAYS OF BED DISABILITYASSOCIATEDWITH ACUf!ECONDITIONSAND DAYS OF BED DISABILITYPER 100 PERSONS

PER YEAR, BY SEX AND CONDITIONGROUP:UNITED STATES,JUZY 1964-JUNE1965

@ata are based cm household interviews of the civilian, noninstitutional population. The survey design, general qualifications, and information on the reliability of 
the estimates are given in Appendix I. Definitions of terms are given in Appendix ID 
BOTH 
CONOITION GROUP SEXES PAL E FEMALE 
DAYS	 OF BED DISABILITY OAYS OF BEO DISABILITY 
IN THOUSANOS PER 100 PERSONS PER YEAR 
ALL ACUTE CONO IT IONS 658,129 273,470 3B4,659 349.3 299.5 396.1 
INFECTIVE AND PARASITIC OISEASES--- 104*G33 46,860 57,172 55.2 51.3 58.9 
COMMON CH ILOHOOO O IS EASE S-------- 37,817 19,699 18,11B 20.1 21.6 lti.7 
THE VIRUS, N.O. s 42,305 16,317 25,968 22.5 17.9 26.8 
OTHER INFECT IVE AND PARASIT [C 
01 S E AC ES ------------------------ 23,911 10,845 13,066 12.7 1:.9 13.5 
RESPIRATORY CONDIT IONS 321s 129 143,219 177,910 170.4 156. @ 183.2 
UPPER RESPIRATDRY CONOIT IONS 148,389 66,002 80,387 78.8 74.5 82.8 
CDMMON COL D-------------------- 101,255 47,060 54,175 53.7 51.6 55.8 
OTHER ACUTE UPPER RESPIRATORY 
CONOI T IONS 47,134 20,922 26,212 25.0 22.9 27. v 
I NFL UENZA-— 129,769 55,793 73,976 68.9 61.1 76.2 
INFLUENZA lfITH DIGESTIVE 
HAN I FESTAT IONS 6,735 2,757 3,978 3.6 3.0 4.1 
OT HER 1 NFL UENZA 123,034 53, C36 69,99B 65.3 56.1 72.1 
OTHER RESPIRATORY CONDITIONS 42,971 19,424 23,547 22.8 21.3 24.2 
PNEUMON I A---------------------- 25,601 11,656 13,946 13.6 12.8 14.4 
BRONCHI T I S 12,897 4,S27 B,070 6.8 5.3 9.3 
OTHER ACUTE RESPIRATORY 
CONOI T 10HS 4*473 2,941 1,532 2.4 3.2 1.6 
OIGESTIVE SYSTEM CONDITIONS 33,646 14,405 19,240 17.9 15. ki 19. H 
OENTAL COND I T ION S---------------- 6,095 ~,493 3,603 3.2 2.7 3. I 
FUNCTIONAL ANO SYHPTOMAT [C UPPER 
GASTROINTESTINAL OISOROERS, 
N. E . C . 6,713 2,330 4,3s3 3.6 2.6 4.5 
OTHER DIGEST lVE SYSTEM 
CDNO I T 10HS 213, B37 9,582 11,255 11.1 10.5 11.6 
I NJUR I E S-----------------------—-- 84,093 40,812 43,281 44.6 44.7 44.6 
FRACTURES, DISLOCATIONS, SPRAINS, 
ANO STRA 1 NO--------------------- 40,185 16,344 23,842 21.3 17.9 24.5 
FRACTURES ANO DISLOCATION S----- 25,498 10,630 14, B69 13.5 11.6 15.3 
SPRAINS ANO STRAINS 14,667 5,714 6,973 7.6 6.3 9.2 
OPEN HOUNOS AND LACERATIONS 11,110 6,B6B 4,242 5.9 7.5 4.4 
CONTUSIONS ANO SUPERFICIAL 
I NJURI ES ------------------------ 15,742 B,4B6 7,256 B.4 9.3 7.5 
OTHER CURRENT INJURIES— 17,056 9,114 7,942 9.1 lG. r 8.2 
ALL OTHER ACUTE CONOITIONs— 115,229 28,173 67,056 61.2 30. q 89.6 
DISEASES OF THE EAR-------------- 13,5BB 5*494 8,094 7.2 6.5 8.3 
HE AOACHES 1,B86 :: 1,573 1.6 
GENITOURINARY OISOROERS 19,228 4,616 14,613 1::: 5.1 15.0 
DEL IvtRIES ANO OISOROERS OF 
PREGNANCY AND THE PUERPERIUM---- 27,797 . . . 27,797 14. B . . . 28.6 
DISEASES OF THE SK IN—----------- 9, 125 5,001 4,124 4.8 5.5 4.2 
DISEASES OF THE HuSCULOSKELETAL 
SYS T E M------— 11,394 2,746 8,648 6.0 3.C 8.9 
ALL OTHER ACUTE CDNOITIONS 32,211 10,00? 22,208 17.1 11. C 22.9 













TABLE 4. INCIDENCEOF ACOTE CONDITIONS AND NUMBER OF ACUTE CONDITIONS PER 100 PERSONS PER YEAR, BY AGE,

SEX, AND CONDITION GROUP: UNITED STATES, JULY 1964-JuNE 1965

@*ta are kmd on household interviews of the civilian, noninstitutional population. ‘The survey design, general qwdifioations, and information cm the re*ia­
bilityofthe estimates aregiven in Appendix L Definitions oftenns aregiven in Appendix I] 
ALL UNDER 45 .s
SEX AND CONOITION GROUP AGES 6 6-16 17-44 OVER ElFEE@ 
INCIDENCE OF ACUTE CONDITIONS I NLWIEROF ACUTE CONDITIONS PER 
BOTH SEXES IN THOUSANDS 100 PERSONS PER YEAR 
ALL ACUTE CONOITIONS- 400.871 93,469 1D7.”490 121,290 78,62: 212.7 377.1 258.1 182.1 141.7 — _ _ _ 
INFECTIVE AND PARASITIC 
D I SE NSES 51,886 15,811 18,985 11,053 6,03( 27.5 63.8 45.1 16.( 10.9 
RESPIRATORY CUNDITIONS--- 219,355 54,087 58,106 63,313 43,84f 116.4 218.2 139.8 95.1 79.0 
UPPER RESPIRATORY 
COND 1 T 10 NO----------- 146,416 40,212 41,100 38,152 26,952 77’.7 162.2 98.$ 57.1 48.6 
INFLUENZA 63,930 10,928 15,605 22,674 L4,72? 33.9 44.1 3?.t 34.C 26.5 
OTHER RESPIRATORY 
CONOI T 10 NO----------- 9,009 2,94a 1,402 2,487 2, ll? 4.8 11.9 3.4 3.7 3.9 
llIGliSTIVE SYSTEM 
CONDITION S-------------- 21,049 3,478 4,824 7,467 5,28C 11.2 14.0 11.6 11.2 9.5 
INJURIES 56,352 9,285 14,958 19.638 12,471 29.9 37.5 36.0 29.5 22.5 
ALL OTHER ACUTE 
CONO I TI ONS-------------- 52,230 10,807 10,616 19,819 I0,98J 27.7 43.6 25.5 29.E 19.8 
MALE 
ALL ACUTE CONOITIDNS- 185,242 48,936 53,517 48,685 34,10? 202.9 386.9 253.9 154.2 131.1 
INFECTIVE ANO PARASITIC 
DISEASES 24,623 8,687 9,451 4,483 2,003 27.0 68.7 44.8 14.2 7.7 
RESPIRATORY CONOITIONS--- 98,545 27,337 26,856 24,101 20,252 107.9 216.1 127.4 76.3 77.9 
UPPER RESPIRATORY 
COND IT IONS 65,533 20,078 19,043 14,121 12,291 71.8 158.7 90.3 44.7 47.3 
1 NFLUEN,?A 28,614 5,692 7,111 8,725 7,087 31.3 45.0 33.7 27.6 27.2 
OTHER RESPIRATORY 
CONO I T 10 NO----------- 4,398 1,567 702 1,255 874 4.8 12.4 3.3 4.0 3.4 
DIGESTIVE SYSTEM 
C ONO I T 10 NO-------------- 9,896 1,959 2,469 2,906 2,562 10.8 15.5 11.7 9.2 9.9 
1 NJUR IES----------------- 32,738 5,167 9,466 12,593 5,512 35.9 40.8 44.9 39.9 21.2 
ALL OTHER ACUTE 
CONDITIONS 19,439 5,787 5,275 4,602 3*774 21.3 45.8 25.0 14.6 14.5 
FEHALE 
ALL ACUTE CONOITIONS- 215,629 44,532 53,973 72,605 44,519 222.0 366.9 263.5 207.3 151.0 
INFECTIVE AND PARASIIIC 
OISEASES 27,263 7,125 9,534 6,571 4,033 28.1 58.7 46.6 18.8 13.7 
RESPIRATORY CONOITIONS--- 120,809 26,751 31,250 39,212 23,596 124.4 220.4 152.6 112.0 80.0 
UPPER R&SPIRATORY 
CONO I T I DNS----------- 80,882 20,134 22,056 24,031 14,661 83.3 165.9 107.7 68.6 49.7 
influenza 35,316 5,236 8,494 13,949 7,637 36.4 43.1 41.5 39.8 25.9 
DTHER RESPIRATORY 
CONOI T 10NS 4,611 1,381 700 1,232 1,298 4.7 11.4 3.4 3.5 4.4 
OIGESTIVE SYSTEM 
CONO I T 10 NO-------------- 11,152 1,519 2,355 4,560 2,718 11.5 12.5 11.5 13.0 9.2 
1 NJUR I ES----------------- 23,613 4,118 5,492 7,045 6,959 24.3 33.9 26.8 20.1 23.6 
ALL OTHER ACUTE 
CONDITIONS 32,791 5,020 5,341 15,217 7,213 33.8 41.4 26.1 43.4 24.5 
















TABLE 5. DAYS OF RRSTRZCTED ACTIVITY AssOCIATED WITH ACUTE CONDITIONS AND DAYS OF RESTRICTED ACTIVITY PER 100 PER-
SONS PER YSAR, BY AGE, SEX, ANo CONDITION GROUP: UNITED STATES, JULY 1964-JUNE 1965 
~ata are based O. h..seh.ahd intewiwsofthe .i~lian, noninstitutional population. The survey design, general q.aiifi.atimm, and infm-mati.n 011the reliability OF the 
estimates aregiven in Appendixl. De f3niti0ns OEtenns aregiven in Appendixfi 
SEX ANO CONOITION GROUP	 ALL UNOER 45 .s ALL UNDER 45 L 
AGES 6 6-16 17-44 OVER AGES 6 6-16 lT-44 OVER 
OAYS OF REsTRICTED ACTIVITY 
BOTH SEXES DAYS OF RESTRICTED ACTIVITY IN THOUSANDS PER 100 PERSONS PER YEAR 
ALL ACUTE CONOITIONS- 1,568,179 247.599 363,755 *86,666	 $70,159 832. Z 998.9 875.3 T30.8 847.3 
— — — — — 
INFECTIVE ANO PARASITIC 
D I S E AC ES ---------------- 217,191 57,587 92,431 37,582 29,590 115.3 232.3 222.4 56.4 53.3 
RESPIRATORY CUNfl IT IONS--- 680,818 137,903 160,218 !78 ,251 !04,446 361.3 556.4 385.5 267.7 368.5 
UPPER RESPIRATORY 
CONDITIONS 365,070 90,821 102s129 82,560 89,560 193.7 366.4 245.8 124.0 161.4 
I NF l.UENZA-----------— Z35,878 30,361 49,322 73,727 82,468 125.2 122.5 118.7 110.7 148.6 
OTHER RESPIRATORY 
CONOI T IONS 79,870 16.721 8,767 21,964 32,419 42.4 67.5 21.1 33.0 58.4 
OIGESTIVE SYSTEM 
C ONO I T 10 NO-------------- 81,879 8,565 10,992 29,115 33,206 43.5 34.6 26.5 43.7 59.8 
1 NJuR I ES ----------------- 318,072 16,197 64,232 118,053 119,590 168.8 65.3 154.6 177.3 215.5 
ALL OTHER ACUTE 
C ONO I T I oNS-------------- 2T0,219 27,346 35,88Z 123,665 83,327 143.4 110.3 86.3 185.7 15(J.2 
MALE 
ALL ACUTE CCINDITIONS- 675,129 131,249 186,287 175,942 181,652 739.4 1,037.6 883.8 557.2 698.4 
INFECTIVE ANO PARASITIC 
O I S E AS ES------—-— 97,938 32,835 43,850 12,954 8,299 107.3 259.6 208.0 41.0 31.9 
RESPIRATORY CONDITIONS--- 30!3,447 71,120 T9,469 66,181 88,676 334.5 562.3 377.0 209.6 340.9 
UPPER RESPIRATORY 
CONDI T lCINS— --------- 164,578 46,734 51,407 29,780 36,657 180.2 369.5 243.9 94.3 140.9 
1 NF LUENZA 103,441 16,520 24,633 27,004 35,284 113.3 130.6 116.9 85.5 135.7 
OTHER RESPIRATORY 
CONDI T IONS---------— 37,428 7,867 3,4Z9 9,397 16,734 41.0 62.2 16.3 29.8 64.3 
DIGESTIVE SYSTEM 
c atia I T i oNs----—-— 35,855 4,770 5,907 9,589 15.590 39.3 37.7 28.0 30.4 59.9 
1 NJUR I ES---------------— 163,018 7,694 40,370 69,278 45,676 178.5 60.8 191.5 219.4 175.6 
ALL OTHER ACUTE 
C ONO I T 10 NS-------— 72,872 14,830 16,690 17,940 23,41i 79.8 117.2 79.2 56.8 90.0 
FEMALE 
ALL ACUTE CONDITIIJNS- 893,050 116,350 177,468 )10,724 288,507 919.5 958.6 866.5 887.2 978.7 
INFECTIVE AND PARASITIC 
O I SENSE S---------------- 119,253 24,753 48,580 24,628 21, Z92 122.8 203.9 237.2 70.3 72.2 
RESPIRATORY CONCIITIllNS--- 375,372 66,783 80,749 [12,070 115,770 386.5 550.2 394.3 320.0 392.7 
UPPER RESPIRATORY 
C ONO I T 10NS----— 200,492 44,088 50,722 52,780 52,902 206.4 363.2 247.7 150.7 179.5 
1 NF LUE NZA---— 132,437 13,841 24,689 46.724 47,184 136.4 114.0 120.6 133.4 160.1 
OTHER RESPIRATORY 
caNa I T I aNs----------- 42,443 8,854 5,33B 12,566 15,684 43.7 72.9 Z6.1 35.9 53.2 
DIGESTIVE SYSTEM 
CONO I T 10 NS----— 46,023 3,795 5,085 19,5Z7 17,616 47.4 31.3 24.8 55. B 59.8 
1 NJUR I ES ----------------- 155,054 8,503 23,862 48,775 73,914 159.7 70.1 116.5 139.3 250.7 
ALL OTHER ACUTE 












TABLE 6. DAYS OF BED DISABILITY ASSOCIATED WITB ACDTE CONDITIONS AND DAYS OF BED DISABILT.TYPER 100 PERSONS PER

YRAR, BY AGE, SEX, AND CONDITION GROUP: ONITED STATES, JOLY 1964-JONE 1965

ontmusehdd
[ha areb.,sed interviews of & civilian, noninstitutional population. ‘Thesurvey design, general qualifications, and infmnation on the relie,bili~of tie 
estimates aregiven in Appendix I. Definiticms oftemware given in Appendix H] 
ALL UNOER I +5 c SEX ANO CONOITION GROUP AGES II .5 I 6-16 I 17-44 OVER 
DAYS OF BED DISABILITY PER 
BOTH SEXES OAYS OF BED DISABILITY IN THOUSANOS 100 PERSONS PER YEAR 
ALL ACUTE CONOITIONS- 658,129 106,608 157,498 209.662 1B4,361 349.3 430.1 379.0 314.8 332.3 
— - — 
INFECTIVE ANO PARASITIC 
O I SE AC ES ---------------- 104,033 25,055 44, 55B 21,183 13.236 55.2 101.1 107.2 31.8 23.9 
RESPIRATORY CONOITIONS--- 321,129 59,908 82,690 88,978 B9,552 170.4 241.7 199.0 133.6 161.4 
UPPER RESPIRATORY 
CONOI T 10 NO----------- 148,389 31,771 47,087 37,643 31,888 78. B 128.2 113.3 56.5 57.5 
1 NF LUENZA 129,769 17,058 31,215 39,890 41,606 68.9 68. B 75.1 59.9 75.0 
OTHER RESPIRATORY 
CONOI T 10 NO----------- 42,971 11,079 4,387 11,446 16,059 22.8 44.7 10-6 17.2 28.9 
DIGESTIVE SYSTEt4 
CONO I T 10 NO-------------- 33,646 2,793 4,779 12,811 13,263 17.9 11.3 11.5 19.2 23.9 
1 NJURI Es----------------- 84,093 5.906 13,046 33,651 31,491 44.6 23.8 31.4 50.5 56.8 
ALL DTHER ACUTE 
CONDITIONS 115,229 12,947 12,425 53,039 36,818 61.2 52.2 29.9 79.6 66.4 
MALE 
ALL ACUTE CONOITIONS- 273,470 56,950 75,020 72,532 68,967’ 299.5 450.2 355.9 229.7 265.2 
INFECTIVk ANO PARASITIC 
01 SE ASE S 46,860 14,066 21,070 8,360 3,365 51.3 111.2 100.0 26.5 12.9 
RESPIRATORY CONOITIONS--- 143,219 32,293 38,656 33,194 39,076 156.8 255.3 1B3.4 105.1 150.2 
UPPER RESPIRATORY 
CONDI T 10 NO----------- 6B,002 17,869 22,190 14,673 13,270 74.5 141.3 105.3 46.5 51.0 
1 NF LUE NLA------------- 55,793 8.736 15,150 14,277 17,629 61.1 69.1 71.9 45.2 67. B 
OTHER RESPIRATORY 
CONOI T IONS 19,424 5s68B :: 4,243 8,176 21.3 45.0 .% 13.4 31.4 
OIGESTIVE SYSTEM 
COND IT IONS 14,405 2,017 2,571 3,867 5,950 15.8 15.9 12.2 12.2 22.9 
1 NJUR 1 ES ----------------- 40,812 2,804 7,B72 20,949 9,187 44.7 22.2 37.3 66.3 35.3 
ALL OTHER ACUTE 
CONDITIONS 28,173 5,770 4,851 6,162 11,390 30.9 45.6 23.0 19.5 43. B 
FEMALE 
ALL ACUTE CONOITIONS- 384,659 49,659 82,477 .37.130 115,393 396.1 409.1 402.7 391.5 391.5 
INFECTIVE AND PARASITIC 
DISEASES 57,172 10,989 23,4BB 12,823 9,872 58.9 90.5 L14.7 36.6 33.5 
RESPIRATORY CONOITIONS--- 177,910 27,615 44,033 55,7B5 50,477 183.2 227.5 215.0 159.3 171.2 
UPPER RESPIRATORY 
CONOI T 10 NO----------- 80,387 13,902 24,897 22.970 18,618 82.8 114.5 121.6 65.6 63.2 
1 NF LUE N.?A------------- 73,976 B,322 16,065 25,612 23,977 76.2 68.6 78.4 73.1 81.3 
OTHER RESPIRATORY 
C ONO 1 T 10 NO 23,547 5,391 3.071 7,202 7,B82 24.2 44.4 15.0 20.6 26.7 
OIGESTIVE SYSTEM 
CONDITION S-------------- 19,240 
:: 
2,208 8,944 7,313 19.8 
~ 
10.8 25.5 24.8 
INJURIES 43,2Bl 3,102 5,174 12,702 22.304 44.6 25.6 25.3 36.3 75.7 
ALL OTHER ACUTE 










TABZE 7. DAYS LOST FROM SCHOOLASSOCIATEDWITH ACUTE CONDITIONSAND DAYS LOST FROM SCHOOL PER





@rtta are based onhcmsekdrl interviews of the civilian, noninstitutional popuktion. The survey design, general qualifications, andinformatkm 
onthereliability of the estimates eregiven in.Appendix I. Definitions oftarms aregiven in.kppendixlJJ 
CONDITION GROUP E ~ 
DhYS	 LOST FROM SCHOOL DAYS LOST FROM SCHOOL PER 
[N THOUSANDS 100 CHILDREN PER YEAR 
ALL ACUTE CONDITIONS 189.347 92,C13 97,334 455.6 436.6 475.3 
INFECTIVE ANO PARASITIC DISEASES 57,737 27,383 30,354 138.9 129.9 148.2 
RESPIRATORY CONDITIONS---------— 98,947 48,425 50,522 238.1 229.8 246.7 
UPPER RESPIRATORY CONDITIONS-— 61,237 29,533 31,704 147.4 140.1 154.8 
INFLUENZA-— 33,506 17,056 16,450 80.6 80.9 8n.3 
OTHER RESPIRATORY CONOITIONS-— 4,204 1,635 2,369 10.1 $).7 11.6 
OIGESTIVE SYSTEM CONDITIONS----— 5,245 2,866 .2,378 12.6 13.6 11.6 
INJURIES-------------------—--—------- 11,825 6,657 5,169 28.5 31.6 25.2 
























TABLE 8. DAYS LOST FROM WORK ASSOCIATED WITH ACUTE CONDITIONSAND DAYS LOST FROM WORK PER 100 
CURRENTLYEMPLOYEDPERSONS PER YEAR, BY AGE, SEX, AND CONDITIONGROUP: UNITED STATES,JULY 
1964-JuNE1965 
*r13 onho.s.tdd ofthf3 noninstitutional popuMion. The survey design, general qualificab and information[Data basal inkvimvs civilia ,

onthereliability of theestimates are given in Appendix I. Definitions oftsrrns aregiven in Appendix~] 
SEX AND CONDITION GROUP 
BOTH SEXES 
ALL ACUTE CONDITIONS-----— 
INFECTIVE ANO PARASITIC UISEASES 
RESPIRATORY CONDITIONS 
UPPER RESPIRATORY CONOITIONS-— 
[NFLUENZA--------------------—-------
OTHER RESPIRATORY CONDITIONS-----—--
DIGESTIVE SYSTEM CONDITIONS----— 
INJURIES-------------------—--—-------
ALL-OTHER ACUTE CONDITIONS-----— 
MALE 
ALL ACUTE CONDITIONS-----— 
INFECTIVE ANO PARASITIC OISEASES 
RESPIRATORY CONDITIONS---------— 
UPPER RESPIRATORY CONDITIONS 
INFLUENZA-----------------—----------
OTHER RESPIRATORY CONDITIONS-— 
OIGESTIVE SYSTEM CONDITIONS 
INJURIES 
ALL OTHER ACUTE CONDITIONS-----— 
FEMALE 
ALL ACUT’E CONDITIONS-----— 
INFECTIVE ANO PARASITIC OISEASES 
RESPIRATORY CONDITIONS-----—--— 
UPPER RESPIRATORY CONDITIONS 
INFLUENZA 





ALL O~HER ACUTE CONDITIONS-----—

ALL 
AGES- 17-44 I 45 & 17 & OVER OVER 
OAYS LOST FROM WORK 
IN THOUSANDS 
240,478 136,211 104,267 
18,061 12,024 6,038 
100,860 54,228 46,632 
41,188 22,356 18,831 
44*953 25,164 19,789 
14,720 6,708 8,012 
14,664 9,148 5,516 
74,488 42,466 32,023 
32,403 18,345 14,059 
147,053 79,558 67,494 
10,517 6,733 3,784 
61,815 31,088 30,727 
25,153 12,861 12,293 
26,891 13,670 13,210 
9,781 4,557 5,224 
8,437 4,183 4,254 
52,055 30,492 21,563 
14,229 7,062 7,166 
93,425 56,653 36,772 
7,544 5.291 2,254 
39,045 23,140 15,905 
16,034 9,496 6,539 
18,072 11,494 6,578 
4,939 2,150 2,788 
ZIEE

OAYS LOST FROM WORK PER 
100 CURRENTLY EMPLOYEO 
PERSONS PER YEAR 
341.3 324.7 365.7 
— 
25.6 28.7 21.2 
143.1 129.2 163.6 
58.5 53.3 66.1 
63.8 60.0 69.4 
20.9 16.0 28.1 
20.8 21.8 19.3 
105.7 101.2 112.3 
46.0 43.7 49.3 
320.8 290.1 366.6 
22.9 24.6 20.6 
134.9 113.4 166.9 
54.9 46.9 66.8 
58.6 49.8 71.8 
21.3 16.6 28.4 
18.4 15.3 23.1 
113.6 111.2 117.1 
31.0 25.8 38.9 
379.3 389.9 364.2 
30.6 36.4 22.3 
158.5 159.2 157.5 
65.1 65.3 64.8 
73.4 79.1 65.1 
20.1 14.8 27.6 
6,227 4,965 :: 25.3 34.2 :: 
22,434 11s974 10,460 91.1 82.4 103.6 

















@ata are based cm household interviews of the uivilian, noninstitutional population. The survey design, general qualifications, and information 
onthereliahility of theestimates aregiven in Appendix I. Definitions of terms aregiven in.4ppendix Ifl 
PERSONS WITH ONE OR MORE 
CHRUN[C CONDITIONS 
TDTAL 
SEX AND AGE POPULATION 































65 & OVER YEARS-—------------------—----
THOUSANOS POPULATION 
1B8,430 87,301 46.3 
66,343 14.187 21.4 
21,299 8,406 39.5 
45,299 25,013 55.2 
38,196 25,277 66.2 
17,292 14,418 83.4 
91,311 40,683 44.6 
33,726 7,669 22.7 
9,962 3,741 37.6 
21,613 11,273 52.2 
18,401 11,770 64.0 
7,610 6,230 81.9 
97,119 46,618 48.0 
32,61B 6,519 20.0 
11,337 4,665 41.1 
23s686 13,739 50.0 
19,795 13,507 68.2 




























TABLE 10. NUMBER OF PERSONS INJURED AND NUMBER OF PERSONS INJURED PER 100 PERSONS PER YEAR, BY

CMSS OF ACCIDENll, SEX, AND AGE: UNITED STATES, JULY 1964-JUNE 1965

~ata are based on	 household interviews of the civilian, noninstitutional population. The survey design, general qualifications, andinfonnation 
on the reliability of the eetimates are given in Appendix I. Definitions OF temrs are given in .Appendix 1~ 
CLASS OF ACCIDENT 
SEX AND AGE TOTAL MOVING UH 1LE 
MOTOR HOME OTHER 
VEHICLE H;K 
BOTH SEXES NUMBER OF PERSONS INJURED IN THOUSANDS 











17-44 YEARS 18,814 1,813 6,+00 5,909 6,120 
45-64 YEARS 8,55B :: 2,474 3.998 2,434 
65 .S OVER YEARS 3,323 :: x 2,208 1,006 
MALE 
ALL AGES----------------------—--------- 31,567 1,815 7,840 12,502 11,456 
~ 
UNOER 6 YEARS 5,135 ... 3,837 1,261 
6-16 YEARS-----------------— 9, 1.OB :: ... 3,746 5,132 
17-4+ YEARS 12,i28 1,248 5,700 2,624 3,844 
45-64 YEARS--












ALL AGES--— 22,667 1,544 1,153 12,281 8,204 










:: . . . 














NUMBER OF PERSONS INJURED PER 100 
BOTH SEXES PERSONS PER YEAR 
ALL AGES --------------------------------- 28.8 1.8 4.8 13.2 10.4 
UNOER 6 YEARS 36.7 :: . . . 25.3 10.4 ::
6-16 YEARS 34.7 . . . 15.4 18.1 
17-44 YEARS 28.3 2.7 9.6 8.9 9.2 
45-64 YEARS 22..4 :: 6.5;: 10.5 6.4 ~ 
65 C OVER YEARS-----------—-------—------—-- 19.2 12.8 5.8 
MALE 
ALL AGES --------------------------------- 34.6 2.0 8.6 13.7 12.5 
UNOER 6 YEARS 40.6 :: . . . 30.3 10.0 
6-16 YEARS 43.2 :: . . . 17.8 24.3 
17-44 YEARS 38.4 4.0 18.1 8.3 12.2 
45-64 YEARS-------------------------—--------- 21.9 
:: 
11.0 8.8 4.3 
65 G OVER YEARS 15.2 :: x :: :: 
FEMALE 
ALL AGES --------------------------------- 23.3 1.6 1.2 12.6 8.4 
UNOER 6 YEARS 32.7 :: . . . 20.0 10.9 
6-16 YEARS 26.0 :: . . . 12.9 11.7 
17-44 YEARS-------------------------—--------- 19.1 :: 2.0 9.4 6.5 
45-64 YEARS-------------------------—--------- 22.8 :: 
>: 
12.0 8.3 
65 & OVER YEARS 22.3 :: :: 15.9 
:: 
NOTE : Excluded from these statistics are all conditions involving neither restricted activ­

ity nor medical attention. The sum of data for the four classes of accidents may be greater than

































TABLE H. DAYS OF RESTRICTED ACTIVITY ASSOCIATED WITH INJURYIAND I)AYS OF RESTRICTED ACTIVITY PER 
10~ PERSONS PER YEAR, BY CLASS OF ACCIDENT, SEX, AND AGE: UNITED STATES, JULY 1964-JDNE 1965 
~.taEM b.mdm household interviews of the tivili.~, ~Oni~~~i~u~i~na*pqu~aHOn. Tbe ..~q design, general qualifications, and inknmatim 
Onthereliability oftieeetima@s are@venin Appa&xl. Definitions ottarrns aregiven in Appendixlfl 
SEX AND AGE TOTAL 
~ 
BOTH SEXES DAYS OF RESTRICTED ACTIVITY IN THOUSANOS 
ALL AGES ----------------------- 534,556 109.595 126s672 1R2,327 148,775 
UNDER 6 YEARS 15,288 .x . . . 9,789 4,849 
6-16 YEARS 68,630 6,676 . . . 24,0C3 39,e31 
17-44 YEARS 172,727 48,944 54,685 35,454 44,379 
45-64 YEARS-----——--—---—---—--- 175,268 33,,750 55,077 58,805 4L,49L 
65 C OVER YEARS------------— 102,644 19,127 16,910 54,276 18,225 
HALE 
ALL AGES ----------------------- 273,518 55,585 lo2,eo5 599823 eo,ale 
UNOER 6 YEARS 7,840 :: . . . 5,086 2,685 
6-16 YEARS 43* 409 2,829 . . . 14,103 26,508 
1?-44 YEARS--— 100,2C2 24,751 45,357 14,456 25,826 
45-64 YEARS 82,304 17,840 43,79-I L3,716 17,991 
65 & OVER YEARS 39,763 10,096 13,650 12,462 7,808 
FEMALE 
ALL AGES ----------------------- 261,038 54,009 23,867 122,504 67,957 
UNDER 6 YEARS 7,447 . . . 4,703 2,164 
6-16 YEARS-----— 25,221 3,847 . . . 9,900 13,323 
17-44 YEARS 72,526 24,194 9,327 20,998 18,553 
45-64 YEARS------------— 92,964 L5,9L0 11,279 45,090 23,500 
65 & OVER YEARS-----------------—--- 62,881 9,031 39260 41,8L4 10,417 
DAYS OF RESTRICTED AC7’IVITY PER LOO 
BOTH SEXES PERSONS PER YEAR 
ALL AGES ----------------------- 283.7 58.2 67.2 96.8 79.0 
:: 
::
UNOER 6 YEARS 61.7 .,. 39.5 19.6 
6-16 YEARS 165.1 16.1 . . . 57.8 95.8 
17-44 YEARS 259.4 73. 5“ 82.1 53.2 66.6 
45-64 YEARS-------------— 458.9 8e.4 144.2 154.0 108.6 
65 & OVER YEARS 593.6 110.6 97.8 313.9 105.4 
MALE 
ALL AGES ----------------------- 299.5 60.9 
T 
65.5 B8.5LL2.6 
UNDER 6 YEARS 62.0 :: 
I 
..* 40.2 21.2 
6-16 YEARS 206.0 13.4 . . . 66.9 125.8 
17-44 YEARS----------— 317.3 78.4 143.6 45.e 81.8 
45-64 YEARS 447.3 97.0 238.0 74.5 97.8 
65 L OVER YEARS 522.5 L32.7 179.4 163.8 102.6 
FEMALE 
ALL AGES ----------------------- 268.8 55.6 24.6 L26.1 70.0 
I 
UNDER 6 YEARS 61.4 :: � � � 38.7 17.8 
6-16 YEARS 123.1 18.8 . . . 48.3 65.1 
17-44 YEARS 207.1 69.1 26.6 60.0 53-C 
45-64 YEARS 469.6 tlo.4 57.0 227.8 118.7 
65 & OVER YEARS 649.4 93.3 33.7 431.e lo7.t 
1 Includes disability days associated with current injuries and impairments due to injury, 
NOTE : The sum of data for the four classes of accidents may be greater than the total becaus[~
































TABLE 12. DAYS OF BED DISABILITY ASSOCIATED WITH INJTJRYIANDAYS OF BED DISABILITYPER 100 PER-
SONS PER YEAR, BY CLASS OF ACCIDENT, SEX, AND AGE: UNITED STATES, JULY 1964-JDNE 1965 
~ata are bas~ . . household interviews of the civilian, rxminstituticmalpopulation. The survey dcwign, general q.alific.tions, snd information 
I&’ on therelinhilityof the estimates ewgivenin AppendixI. Definitions oft&n saregi;e nin.4ppendixfi 
CLASS OF ACCIDENT 
SEX AND AGE TOTAL MOVING 
MOTOR 
VEHICLE 
BOTH SEXES OAYS OF BED DISABILITY IN THOUSANOS 
ALL AGES ----------------------- 135,566 27,700 32,241 48,183 35,124 
UNDER 6 YEARS 5,326 :: . . . 2,980 1,72B 
6-16 YEARS 13,131 1,897 . . . 5v202 6,942 
17-44 YEARS---------------------—--- 45,558 15,573 16,258 6,481 9,964 
45-64 YEARS 40,372 6,039 11,698 13,689 11,301 
65 C OVER YEARS 31,179 3,126 4,285 19,831 5.188 
MALE 
ALL AGES ----------------------- 66,291 12,156 24,105 17,029 18,173 
6-16 YEARS 7,697 
:. . . . 3,022 4,056 
17-44 YEARS 28,121 7,602 13,301 3,014 6,651 
45-64 YEARS 16,403 2,366 7,953 3,628 4,399 
65 E OVER YEARS 11,267 1,532 2,85D 5,618 2,047 
FEMALE 
ALL AGES ----------------------- 69,275 15,544 8,136 31s154 16,951 
UNOER 6 YEARS 2, B04 :: . . . 1,747 :: 




:: . . . 





17-44 YEARS 17,437 7,972 2,957 3,467 3,312 
45-64 YEARS 23,969 3,672 3,745 10,061 6,903 
65 & OVER YEARS 19,913 1,595 :: 14,213 3,141 
OAYS OF 8E0 DISABILITY PER lDO 
BOTH SEXES PERSONS PER YEAR 
ALL AGES ----------------------- 71.9 14.7 17.1 25.6 18.6 
UNDER 6 YEARS 21.5 . . . 12.0 
6-16 YEARS 31.6 4.6 . . . 12.5 16.7 
17-44 YEARS 68.4 23.4 24.4 9.7 15.0 
45-64 YEARS lo5*7 15.8 30.6 35.8 29.6 
65 .S OVER YEARS 180.3 18.1 24.8 114.7 30.0 
:: 
MALE 
ALL AGES ----------------------- 72.6 13.3 26.4 I 18.61 19.9 
:: :
UNOER 6 YEARS--------------— 22.2 :: . . . 13.8 
6-16 YEARS-----------------—---—--- 36.5 . . . 14.3 19.2 
17-44 YEARS 89.1 24.1 42.1 9.5 21.1 
45-64 YEARS----------------— 89.1 12.9 43.2 19.7 23.9 
65 & OVER YEARS 148.1 20.1 37.5 73.8 26.9 
FEMALE 
ALL AGES ----------------------- 71.3 16.0 8.4 32.1 17.5 
UNOER 6 YEARS 20.8 :: ... :: ~ 
6-16 YEARS 26.5 :: .,. 10.6 14.1 
17-44 YEARS 49.8 22.8 8.4 9.9 9*5 
45-64 YEARS 121.1 18.6 18.9 50.8 34.9 
65 C OVER YEARS 205.6 16.5 :: 146.8 32.4 
1 
Includes disability days associated with current injuries and impairments due to injury. 
NOTE: The sum of data for the four classes of accidents may be greater than the total because 









TABLE 13. NUMBER OF DISCHARGESFROM SHORT-STAYHOSPITALS AND NUMBER OF DISCHARGESPER 100 PER-

SONS PER YEAR, BY SEX AND AGE: UNITED STATES,JULY 1964-JUNE1965

~at,m are based on howehoktinterviews of the civilian, ncminst.itutirnvd population. The survey design, general qualifications, andinforrnation 








65 E OVER YEARS 
NUMBER OF DISCHARGES 
IN THOUSANOS 
-1 
9,360 [ 14,866 
4,406 2,418 1,988 
3,478 708 2,771 
3,950 840 3,110 
3,526 1,222 2,304 
5,708 2,759 2,949 




NUMBER OF DISCHARGES PER 100 
PERSONS PER YEAR 
12.9 
6.6 7.2 6.1 
16.3 7.1 24.4 
18.5 8.3 27.7 
14.7 10.7 18.5 
14.9 15.0 14.9 

























TABLE 14. DAYS OF DISABILITY AND DAYS OF DISABILITY PER PERSON PER YEAR, BY SEX AND AGE: UNITED

STATES, JULY 1964-JuNE 1965

~ata are based cm household interviews of the civilian, nmrinrjtitutionrd po~ulation. The survey design, general qmilifications, andirrfonnation 
onthereliability of theestimates are given in Apperr&x-L Defirritions ofterms aregiven in.%pendix Ifl. . . 
RESTRICTED- OEO-
SEX AND AGE ACTIVITY DISABILITY WORK-LOSS 
BAYS DkYS DAYS1 
BOTH SEXES DAYS OF DISABILITY IN THOUSANDS 
ALL AGES -------------------------------- 3,0B6,097 1,160,224 399,452 
UNOER 17 YEARS 717,16G 306,406 . . . 
___________________________________17-24 YEARS 209,072 87,644 43,885 
25-44 YEARS 637,104 234,221 149,324 
45-64 YEARS-------------------------—--------- B56,562 285,.819 181,150 
65 .S OVER YEARS 666,199 246,134 25,093 
MALE 
ALL AGES -------------------------------- 1,339,115 483,698 260,869 
I 
UNOER 17 YEARS 376,495 155,046 . . . 
17-24 YEARS-------------------------—--------- 70,935 27,163 23,370 
25-44 YEARS---------------------—--—--------- 234,006 84,129 90,081 
45-64 YEARS 386,526 117,208 126,591 
65 & OVER YEARS----------------— 271,152 100,154 2@, 827 
FEMALE 
ALL AGES---------------------—--------- 1,746,982 676,526 138,583 
I 
UNDER 17 YEARS 340,665 151,361 . . . 
17-24 Years 138,137 60,481 20,516 
25-44 YEARS +03,09B 150,092 59,242 
45-64 YEARS 470,036 168,611 54,559 
65 & OVER YEARS---------------------—--------- 395,047 145,980 4,266 
BOTH SEXES OAYS OF DISABILITY PER PERSUN PER YEAR 
ALL AGES -------------------------------- 16.4 6.2 5.7 
UNOER 17 YEARS 10.8 4.6 . . . 
17-24 YEARS-----------------------------—----- 9.8 4.1 
25-44 YtiARS 14.1 5.2 ;:: 
45-64 YEARS 22.4 7.5 7.1 
65 t C!VER YEARS 38.5 14.2 8.2 
MALE 
ALL AGES -------------------------------- 14.7 5.3 5.7 
UNDER 17 YEARS----------------------—--------- 11.2 4.6 . . . 
17-24 YEARS 7.1 2.7 3.4 
25-44 YEARS 10.8 3.9 4.4 
65-64 YEARS 21.0 6.4 7.8 
65 .S OVER YEARS 35.6 13.2 9.8 
FEMALE 
ALL AGES---------------------—--------- 18.0 7.0 5.6 
UNOER 17 YEARS 10.4 4.6 . . . 
11-24 YEARS-------------------------—--------- 12.2 5.3 4.2 
25-44 YEARS 17.0 6.3 6.2 
45-64 YEARS 23.7 8.5 6.@ 
65 6 OVER YEARS 40.8 15.1 4.5 






TABLE 15. DAYS LOST FROM SCHOOL AND DAYS LOST FROM SCHOOL PER CHILD 6-16 YEARS OF AGE PER

YEAR, BY SEX: UNITED STATES,JULY 1964-JUNE1965

[Data are based on household interviews of the civilian, noninstitutional population. The survsy design, general quali fications, and infer. 
mation on the reliability of the estimates are given in Appendix L Definitions of tsnns are given in .4ppendix II] 
AGE BOTH SEXES MALE FEMALE 
I DAYS LOST FROM SCHOOL IN THDUSANDS 
ALL AGES- 6-16 YEARS--— “ 103,325] 110,708 
214’033 II 
NUMBER OF SCHOOL-LOSS DAYS PER CNILD PER YEAR 
















TABLE 16. AVERAGE COST PER ACQUISITIONOF PRESCRIBEDMEDICINE, BY SEX AND AGE: UNITED STATES, 
JULY 1964-JuNE1965 
[Date we basedO.household intsrviww of the civilirm, rmninstit.tionsl population: Thesurveydesigi, general codifications, and information 
I.Definitions aregiven If]on tberelisbilityof the estimates are given inAppendix fterms brAppendix 
. 
Age Both sexes Male Female





All ages--------------------------------------------- $3.60 $3.60 $3.60

Under 45 years 3.20 3.10 3.30 
45-64 years 4.10 4.20 4.00 
years 4.00 4.10 3.9065-1-

TABLE 17. PERCENTDISTRIBUTION OF COST OF NONPRESCRIBEDMEDICINE,BY PIACE FROM W’KICHOBTAINED

ACCORDINGTO SEX AND AGE: UNITED STATES,JULY 1964-JuNE1965

[Data we baeed on ho.eehold interviews of the civilian, noninstitutional population. Thesurveydesigo, general qualifications, andinfonnation 
on thereliability of the estimates are given in Appendix I. Definitions of terms are given inAppendixn]





 cost,	 Drug Grocery Mail-order Department Other 
Unknown

store store house store place

Both sexes Percent distribution

All ages------------ 100.0 65.3 20.1 1.6 4.7 7.4 0.9 
Under 45 years 100.0 63.9 21.8 1.3 7.3 0.8 
45-64 years 100.0 65.6 18.6 1.9 8.5 1.0 
65+ years 100.0 70.6 16.1 2.4 6.3 1.0 
~ 
All ages 100.0 65.4 20.2 1.7 4.8 6.8 1.0 
Under 45 years 100.0 63.8 21.6 z:; 0.8
45-64 veals 100.0 66.1 19.1 :::

65+ yekcs 100.0 71.4 16.1 2.5 6.2 H

Female 
All ages 100.0 65.2 20.1 1.5 4.6 7.9 0.8 
Under 45 years 100.0 64.0 21.9 1.0 4.9 7.5 0.7 
45-64 years 100.0 65.2 18.2 2.0 9.8 















TABLE 18. POPULATION USED IN COMPUTING ANNUAL RATES SHOWN IN THIS PUBLICATION, BY SEX AND AGE: 
UNITED STATES, JULY 1964-JuNE 1965 
@,ri we based on household interview of the civilian, noninstitutional poprIM.irm. The survey design, general qualifications, andinformntion 
onthereliability of the estimates ar@given in Appendix I. Definitions ofterms aregiven in Appendix H] 
AGE BOTH SEXES MALE FEMALE 
POPULATION IN THDUSANDS 
ALL AGES--—---— 188,430 91,3111 97,119 
UNDER 17 YEARS----------------------—---------- 66,343 33,726 32,618 
UNDER 6 YEARS-----------------— 24,787 12,649 12,138 
6-16 YEARS 41,557 21,077 20,480 
17-44 YEARS-------------------------—---------- 66,598 31,575 35,023 
17-24 YEARS---------------------——---------- 21,299 9,962 11,337 , 
25-44 YEARS 45,299 21,613 23,686 
I 
25-34 YEARS 21,393 10,161 11,232 
35-44 YEARS---------------.------—---------- 23,906 11,452 12,454 
45 C OVER YEARS --------------------------------- 55,488 26,010 29,478 
45-64 YEARS------— 38,196 18,401 19,795 
65 & OVER YEARS------—---------— 17,292 7,610 9,683 
CURRENTLY EMPLOYEO POPULATION 
ALL AGES-17 & OVER YEARS ------------------ 70,465 45,836 I 24,629 
I 
17-44 YEARS 41,956 27,425 14,531 
17-24 YEARS------------— 11,827 6,918 4,909 
25-44 YEARS-------— 30,129 20,507 9,622 
45 & OVER YEARS-—---—--—---------— 28,509 18,411 10,098 
45-64 YEARS—---------------------—---------- 25,440 16,288 9,153 
65 E OVER YEARS 3,068 2,123 945 
onthecivilian
NOTE: Foroffioial population es~mates for more gener%l use, see Bureau oftheCensw reports Population Ofthe IInited 






TABLE 19. INCIDENCEOF ALL ACDTE CONDITIONS AND ACUTE RESPIRATORY CONDITIONS PER 100 PERSONS PER QUARTER, BY SEX AKD AGE: 
I UNITED STATES, JOLY 1964-JONE 1965 
intwvibwoftlwcivilian, population. design, genecalq.difioe.tions, ontiereliability am~utaN. bawdon bo.sebcdd noninstituti na  ‘lbsurvey andi formation of heostim!tes

given I.Definitions aregiven
h Appendix ftenns inAppendixlj









I Both sexes Number of conditions per 100 persons per quarter

I All ages------------------- 35.4 58.5 
UIKIW 6 years-------------------- 108.3 
6-16 yeor~----------------------- 73.1 
17-44 yaws ;:.; 
45+ years------------------------
All ages------------------- 34.6 55.6

Under 6 years-------------------- 65.5 107.9 
6-16 years 41.2 71.2 
17-44 y.sars 28.1 42.5 
45+ years 21.9 33.3 
All ages------------------- 61.3 
Under 6 years-------------------- 108.6 
6-16 years------------” 75.1 
17-44 years---------------------- 55.2 
45+ years------------------------ 39.6





































10 I I I I I I I 
JUL OCT JAN APR JUL OCT JAN APR JUL OCT JAN 
1959 1960 1961

70.21 48.6 12.8 34.9 45.2,
—

113.1 91.7 27.0 69.3 75.7 46.0

$.;’ 56.3 13.2 44.7 55.7 26.2

41.9 12.0 28.0 36.2 18.9





11.7 32.6 41.9 21.6 
116.1 97.2 26.0 68.3 76.3 45.3

85.1 56.5 13.3 39.6 51.0 23.5

47.4 36.2 9.2 23.5 27.9 15.7






13.9 37.0 48.4 25.0 
109.9 85.9 28.1 70.4 75.1 46.7

95.5 56.2 13.1 49.9 60.5 29.1

69.0 47.1 14.5 32.0 43.6 21.7

52.5 33.8 7.9 20.2 34.6 17.3

ns involving neither restricted activity nor medical attention.

I I I I I I I I I I I I I 
APR JUL OCT JAN APR JUL OCT JAN APR JUL OCT JAN ApR JUL 
1962 1963 — 1964 1965 









The~Umeydesk% genemlq@Ke~tiOns,~d hfonn.ti.n of@‘e b“~” household in~~iewsof fieCifiliw nordnsti~tion~l PPUl~tiOD. o therelisbNW’sw wth.m me 
Appendix oftermsgivanin L Definiti ns uegiveninAppendix~

Both sexes Male Female

Age and class of accident 
July- Oct.- Jan.- APr .- July- Oct.- Jan.- Apr.- July- oct.- Jan.- Apr.-

Sept. Dec. Mar. June Sept. Dec. Mar. June Sept. Dec. Mar. June 
1964 1964 1965 1965 1964 1964 1965 1965 1964 1964 1965 1965 
Age Number of persons i ured r 100 persons per quarter
—

All ages------------------------- 7.9 7.1 6.1 7.7 9.7 8.6 6.91 9.41 6.21 5.7 5.3 6.1 ,—
I t I 
Under 6 years-------------------------- 10.3 8.8 6.1 11.6 11.7 10.5 7.0 11.3 7.1 5.1 1:,:
6-16 years----------------------------- 10.9 8.8 6.7 ;.; 14.0 lj.; 7.4 9.7 !:; 5.3 6.1 
17+ years------------------------------ 6.4 6.2 5.9 . 7.6 6.7 8.8 5.3 5.5 5.2 4:7 
Clasa of accident

All classes---------------------- 7.9 7.1 6.L 7.7 9.7 8.6 6.9 9.4 6.2 5.7 5.3 6.1 
Moving motor vehicle------------------- 0.5 0.4 0.4 0.5 0.4 0.5 0.4 0.7 0.6 0.4 0.4 0.3 
While at work-------------------------- 1.6 2.0 2,1 2.8 0.2 0.5 0.3 0,2
Hcmne ::: ::; ;:: u
II4.3 3.4 2.4 3.7 3.2 3.0 3.0 3.4Other---------------------------------- 3.2 2.6 2.6 4.0 3.4 2.4 2.8 2.4 1.8 1.7 2.4+K­
NOTES: Excluded from these statistics are all condj ions involving neit r restricted activity nor medical attention.





















































n. (Including motor vehicle) 






JUL OCT JAN APR JUL OCT JAN APR JUL OCT JAN APR JUL OCT JAN APR JUL 
1961 1962 1963 1964 1965 
Figure 2. Persons injured per ICO persons per quarter, by class of ecc I ‘enc. 
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TABLE 21. DAYS OF DISABILITYPER PERSON PER QUARTER, BY SEX, TYPE OF DISABILITY,AND AGE: UNITED STATES, JULY 1964-JuNE1965

&am based cm ho.whold int.rvimvs of the oivilian, rmimmitntimd population. The survey design, gemr.1 q.alifi..tim., and in fmm.tim m the reliability of the .stim.tis are 
I.Definitions in Appendix ~given inAppendix ftamsategJven
Both sexes Male Female 
Type of disability and age July- oct.- Jan.- APr.- July- oct.- Jan.- Apr.- July- oct.- Jan.- Apr.-

Dec. Mar. June Dec. Mar. June Sept. Dec. Mar. June

% “ 1964 1965 1965 %% “ 1964 1965 1965 1964 1964 1965 1965

Days of restricted activity

All ages------------------------ 3,5 4.1 
Under 6 years------------------------- 1,7 3.0 
6-16 yeara---------------------------- 1.8 2,7 
17-44 years---------------------------
45-64 years--------------------------- ::; ;:: 
65+ years----------------------------- 9.0 9.3 
Days of bed disability 
All ages------------------------ 1,2 1.7 
Under 6 years------------------------- 0.8 1,2 
6-16 years---------------------------- 0.6 1,2 
17-44 years--------------------------- 0.9 1.3 
45-64 years--------------------------- 1.6 :.; 
65+ years----------------------------- 3.1 . 
Days of work loss, 17+ years 
All ages, 17+ years------------- 1,1 1,4 
17-44 years--------------------------- 1,2 
45-64 years--------------------------- !:2 1.7 
65+ years----------------------------- 1,4 1.8 
School-loss days, 6-16 years---- 0.1 1.5 
Days of disability per person per quarter 
1,9 1,5 1,0 1.4 1.6 1,3 
1,8 1.1 0,8 1,2 
1.6 1.0 0.6 1.1 t:: M 
1,5 1,2 0.7 1,0 1,1 0,8 
2,0 1,6 1,3 1,8 1.8 1,5 
3,6 3.7 2.6 3.6 3.2 3,8 
1.7 1,4 1.2 1.4 1.7 1.5 
1,3 0,9 l.l 1.2 1,0 
2,1 ::! 1.7 ;.; ;.: 
2,3 . 1.7 . . ;:: 



































4,6 5.1 4.5 
2.9 ;,~ 2,3 
2.7 2,5 
4:5 3.8 
$! 6.1 5.7 
10.1 10.3 11.1 
Tt
T 
1.9 2.1 1.6 
1.2 1,6 
1.3 1,8 ::: 
1,5 1.9 1,5 
1,s 
::; M 3,6 
a=1.5 1.7 1.4 1,5 1.6 1.4 1.7 1.8 1.4 1.2 1.3 1.3 1.7 2.1 1.5 
I I I 
I I I 
OCT JAN APR JUL 
1965 
I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I 
RESTRICTED-ACTIVITY DAYS 
6.0 















0.8 I I I I I I I I I I I 
.JUL OCT JAN APR JUL OCT JAN APR JUL OCT JAN APR JUL OCT JAN APR JuL OCT JAN APR JUL 
1959 1960 1961 1962 1963 1964 
8.0 
Figure 3. Olsability days per person per auarter, hy type of disability and sex. 
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APPENDIX I 
TECHNICAL NOTES ON METHODS 
Background of This Report 
This report is one of a series of statistical reports 
prepared by the National Health Survey .Itis basedon 
information collected in a continuing nationwide sample 
of households in the Health Interview Survey, a major 
part of the program. 
The Health Interview Survey utilizes a question­
naire which, in addition to personal and demographic 
characteristics, obtains information on illnesses, inju­
ries, chronic conditions and impairments, and other 
health topics. As data reIating to each of these various 
broad topics are tabulated and analyzed, separate re-
ports are issued which cover one or more of the spe­
cific topics. The present report is based on the consoli­
dated sample for 52 weeks of interviewing ending June 
1965. 
The population covered by the sample for the Health 
Interview Survey is the civilian, noninstitutional popula­
tion of the United States living at the time of the inter-
view. The sample does not include members of the 
Armed Forces, U.S. nationals living in foreign coun­
tries, or crews of vessels. It should also be noted that 
the estimates shown do not represent a complete in­
ventory of injuries for the specified calendar period 
since no adjustment has been made for persons who in­
curred injuries during the 2-week-recall period but who 
died prior to the interview. 
Statistical Design of the 
Health Interview Survey 
GeneraZ fllan.-lle sampling plan of the survey 
follows a multistage probability design which permits a 
continuous sampling of the civilian population of the 
United States. The first stage of this design consists of 
drawing a sample of 357 from about 1,900 geographically 
defined primary sampling units (PSU’S) into which the 
United States has been divided. A PSU is a county, a 
group of contiguous counties, or a standard metropoli­
tan statistical area. 
With no loss in general understanding, the remain­
ing stages can be combined and treated in this discus­
sion as an ultimate stage. Within PSU’S, then, ultimate 
stage units called segments are defined in such a man­
ner that each segment contains an expected nine house-
holds. A segment consists of a cluster of neighboring 
households or addresses. Two general types of seg­
ments are used: (1) area segments which are defined 
geographically, and (2) B segments which are defined 
from a list of addresses from the Decemial Census 
and Survey of Construction. Each week a random sam­
ple of about 90 segments is drawn. In the approximately 
800 households in these segments, household members 
are interviewed concerning factors related to health. 
Since the household members interviewed each week 
are a representative sample of the population, samples 
for successive weeks can be combined into larger sam­
ples. Thus the design permits bofi continuous meas­
urement of characteristics of high incidence or preva­
lence in the population and, through the larger consoli­
dated samples, more detailed analysis of less common 
characteristics and smaller categories. The continuous 
collection has administrative and operational advantages 
as well as technical assets since it permits field work 
to be handled with an experienced, stable staff. 
Sample size and geographic detail. —The national 
sample plan for the 12-month period ending in June in­
cluded about 134,000 persons from 42,000 households 
in about 4,700 segments. 
The overall sample was designed in such a fashion 
that tabulations can be provided for each of the major 
geographic regions and for urban and rural sectors of 
the United States. 
Collection of data. —Field operations for the house-
hold survey are performed by the Bureau of the Census 
under specifications established by the National Center 
for Health Statistics. In accordance with these specifi­
cations the Bureau of the Census selects the sample, 
conducts the field interviewing as an agent of the Cen­
ter, and performs a manual editing and coding of the 
questionnaires. The Health Interview Survey, using 
Center electronic computers, carries out further editing 
and tabulates the edited data. 
hsiimatzng methods. —Each statistic produced by 
the survey—for example, the number of bed-disability 
days occurring in a specified period—is the result of 
two stages of ratio estimation. In the first of these, the 
control factor is the ratio of the 1960 decennial popula­
tion count to the 1960 estimated population in the 
National Health Survey’s first-stage sample of PSU’S. 
These factors are applied for some 25 color-residence 
classes. 
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Later, ratios of sample-produced estimates of the 
population to official Bureau of the Census figures for 
current population in about 60 age-sex-color classes 
are computed and serve as second-stage factors for 
ratio estimating. 
The effect of the ratio-estimating process is to 
make the sample more closely representative of the 
population by age, sex, color, and residence, thus re­
ducing sampling variance. 
As noted, each week’s sample represents the pop­
ulation living during that week and characteristics of 
this population. Consolidation of samples over a time 
period, say a calendar quarter, produces estimates of 
average characteristics of the U.S. population for that 
calendar quarter. Similarly, population data for a year 
are averages of the four quarterly figures. 
For statistics measuring the number of occur­
rences during a specified time period, such as the in­
cidence of acute conditions, a similar computational 
procedure is used, but the statistics are interpreted 
differently. For these items, the questionnaire asks 
for the respondent’s experience over the 2 calendar 
weeks prior to the week of interview. In such instances 
the estimated quarterly total for the statistic is simply 
6.5 times the average 2-week estimate produced by 
the 13 successive samples taken during the period. The 
annual total is the sum of the four quarters. Thus, the 
experience of persons interviewed dr.wirsg a year— ex­
perience which actually occurred for each person in a 
2-calendar-week interval prior to week of interview—is 
treated as though it measured the total of such experi­
ence during the year. Such interpretation leads to no 
significant bias. 
General Qualifications 
Nonresponse. —Data were adjusted for nonresponse 
by a procedure which imputes to persons in a household 
which was not interviewed the characteristics of per­
sona in households in the same segment which were in­
terviewed. The total noninterview rate was 5percent— 
1 percent was refusal, and the remainder was primarily 
due to the failure to find any eligible household respond­
ent after repeated trials. 
The intemiew pyocess. —The statistics presented 
in this report are based on replies secured in inter-
views of persons in the sampled households. Each per-
son 19 years of age and over, available at the time of 
interview, was interviewed individually. Proxy respond­
ents within the household were employed for children 
and for adults not available at the time of the interview, 
provided the respondent was closely related to the per-
son abut whom information was being obtained. 
There are limitations to the accuracy of diagnostic 
and other information collected in household interviews. 
For diagnostic information, the household respondent 
can, at beat, pass on to the interviewer only the infor­
mation the physician has given the family. For con­
ditions not medically attended, diagnostic information 
is often no more than a description of symptoms. How-
ever, other facts, such as tie number of disability days 
caused by the condition, can be obtained more accurate­
ly from household members than from any other source 
since only the persons concerned are in a position to 
report this information. 
Roundiqg of numbes’s.-The original tabulations on 
which the data in this report are based show all esti­
mates to the nearest whole unit. All consolidations 
were made from the ori@nal tabulations using the es­
timates to the nearest unit. In the final published tables 
the figures are rounded to the nearest thousand, al­
though these are not necessarily accurate to that de-
tail. Devised statistics, such as rates and percent dis­
tributions, are computed after the estimates on which 
these are baaed have been rounded to the nearest 
thousand. 
Population figures. — Some of the published tables 
include population figures for specified categories. Ex­
cept for certain overall totals by age and sex, which 
are adjusted to independent estimates, these figures are 
based on the sample of households in the National 
Health Survey. These are given primarily to provide 
denominators for rate computation and for this purpose 
are more appropriate for use with the accompanying 
measures of health characteristics than other population 
data that may be available. In some instances these 
wilI permit users to recombine published data into 
classes more suitable to their specific needs. With 
the exception of the overall totals by age and sex men­
tioned above, the population figures differ horn corre­
sponding figures (which are derived &om different 
sources) published in reports of the Bureau of the Cen­
sus. For population data for general use, see the official 
estimates presented m Bureau of the Census reports in 
the P-20, P-25, and P-60 series. 
Reliability of Estimates 
Since the estimates are based on a sample, they 
will differ somewhat from the figures that would have 
been obtained if a complete census had been taken using 
the same schedules, instructions, and interviewing per­
sonnel and procedures. As in any survey, the results 
are also subject to measurement error. 
The standard error is primariIy a measure of 
sampling variability, that is, the variations that might 
occur by chance because only a sample of the popula­
tion is surveyed. As calculated for this report, the 
standard error also reflects part of the variation which 
arises in the measurement process. It does not include 
estimates of any biases which might lie in the data. The 
chances are almut 68 out of 100 that an estimate from 
the sample would differ from a complete census by less 
than the standard error. The chances are almut 95 out 
25 
of 100 that the difference would be leas than twice the 
standard error and about 99 out of 100 that it would be 
leas than 2%times as large. 
‘Ihe relative standard error of an eetfmate is ob­
tained by dividing the standard error of the estimate by 
the estimate itself and is expressed as a percentage of 
the estimate. Included fn IMs Appendix are charts from 
which the relative standard errors can be determined 
for estimates shown in the report. In order to derive 
relative errors which would be applicable to a wide 
variety of health statistics and which could be prepared 
at a moderate cost, a number of approxitnationa were 
required. As a result, the charts provide an estimate 
of the approximate relative standard error rather than 
the precise error for any specific aggregate or per­
centage. 
Three clasaes of statistics for the health survey 
are identified for purposes of estimating variances. 
Narrow r-e. — This claas consists of (1) statis­
tic which estimate a population attribute, e.g., the num­
ber of persona in a, particular income group, and (2) 
atatiatics for which the measure for a single individual 
for the period of reference is usually either O or 1, 
on occasicn may take on the value 2, and very rately 3. 
Medium range. —This claas consists of other sta­
tistics for which the measure for a single individual for 
the period of reference will rarely lie outside the range 
Otos. 
Wide 7ange.- ‘ikis class consists of statistics for 
which the measure for a single individual for the period 
of reference frequently will range from Oto a number in 
excess of 5, e.g., the number of days of bed disability 
experienced during the year. 
In addition to claaaifying variablea according to 
whether they are narrow-, medium-, or wide-range, 
statistics in the survey are further defined as: 
Type A.— Statistics on prevalence and incidence 
data for which the period of reference in 
the questionnaire is 12 months. 
Type B. —Incidence-type statistics for which the 
period of reference in the questionnaire 
is 2 weeks. 
Type C.—Statistics for which the reference period 
is 6 months. 
Only the charts on sampling error applicable to 
data contained in this report are presented. 
General rules for det,grmim”~ relative sampling 
evmns.—The “guide” on page 27, together with the fol­
lowing rules, will enable tie reader to determine ap­
proximate relative standard errors from the charts for 
estimates presa@ci in this report. 
Rule 1.	 Esti&es of~~egates: Approximate rel­
ative standard errors for estimates of ag­
gregates such aa the number of persona 
with a given characteristic are obtained 
from appropriate curves on pages 28-31. 
The number of persona in the total U.S. 
population or in an age-sex class of the 
total population is adjuated to official Bu­
reau of the Census figures and is not sub­
ject to sampling error. 
Rule 2,	 Estimates of pert-es in a percent dis­
tvibutiom Relative standard errors for 
percentages in a percent distribution of a 
total are obtained from appropriate curves 
on page 32. For values which do not fall on 
one of the curves presented in the chart, 
visual interpolation wiIl provfde a satis­
factory approxixnat.ion. 
Rule 3.	 Estimates of rates where the numevator is 
a subclass of the denomhutor: (Noi re­
quired for statistics presented in this 
report.) 
Rule 4. Estimates of rates where the numerator is 
not a subclass of the denominator: ~is 
rule applies where a unit of the numera­
tor often occurs more than once for any 
one unit in the denominator. For example, 
in the computation of the number of per-
sons injured per 100 currently employed 
persons per year, it is possible that a pez­
son in the denominator could have sus­
tained more than one of the injuries in­
cluded in the numerator. Approximate 
relative standard errors for rates of this 
kind may be computed as follows: 
(a) Where the denominator is the total 
U.S. population or includes all per-
sons in one or more of the age-sex 
groups of the total population, the 
relative error of the rate is equiva­
lent to the relative error of the nu­
merator which can he obtained direct­
ly from the appropriate chart. 
(b) In other caaes, obtain the relative 
standard error of the numerator and 
of the denominator from the appro­
priate curve. Square each of these 
relative errors, add the resulting 
values, and extract the square root of 
the sum. This procedure will result in 


















Guide to Use of Relative Standard Error Charts 
theappropriate A=aggregate,P=percentage;
The code shown belowidentifies (2)the ribber of cal­

therelative ofdatacollection,thetypeofthesta­
curve to be used inestimating standard endarquarters (3)

described. onpage26;and(4)therangeofthe
errorofthestatistic Tbe fourcomponents tkticas described

as follows:(1) statistic onpage26.






Persons in the U.S. population,or total

number in any age-aex category













































Rule I Code on page 

























Relative stadard errorq for aggregates based an four quarters of data coX1.ection 
fardata ofallt~s allilreulges 
Size of estimate (in thousands)

Example of use df chart: An aggregate of 2,000,000 (on scale at bottomof chart) for a

Narrow range Type A statistic (code: A4AN) has a relative standard error of 3.6 percent,

@cad from scale at left side of chart), or a standard error of 72,000 (3.6 percent of

2,000,000), For a Wide range Type B statistic (code: A4BW), an aggregate of 6,000,000 has 
a relative error of 16.0 percent or a standard error of 960,000 (16 ~cent of 6,000,000). 
28

Relative standard errors for aggregates based on one quarter of data for type B data, 
narrow range 3 l-in 
Size of estimate (in thousands)

Example of use of chart: An aggregate of 6,000,000 (on scale at bottom of chart) for a 
Narrow range T@e B statistic has a relative standard error of 19.3 Percent, read from 
scale at left side of chart, ok a standard error of ‘1,158,000 (19.3 percent of 6,000,000). 
Relative standard errors for aggregatesbased on four quarters of data collectionfor

type C, Narrow range, and type C, Wide range data .,-----

Sise of estimate (in thousands)

Example of use of chart:An aggregate of 1,000,000 (on scale at bottom of chart) for a

Narrow range type C statistic (code:A4CN) has a relativestandarderror of 7.1 percent,











Bxample of use of chart: An aggregateof 20,000,000 (on scale at bottom of chart) for a

wide range type B statistichas a relative standarderror of 16.0 percent, read from scale

at left side of chart, or a standarde~ror of 3$200,000 ( 16.0 percent of 20,000,000).

31 
Relative EJtandira errors fcm percentagesbased on four qmrters of data Cdueotion 
for type A &ta, Nmrow and Medima range 




Exam@e of use of chart: An estimte of 20 percent (on male at bottcsnof chart)based on 
an estkte of 10,000$W has a relative standard error of 3.2 percent (readman the 
scab at the left side of’the ebart),thepoint at whioh the curve for a base of 10,000,000 
intersectsthe vertical.Mae for 20 percent. !Oaestandarderror in percentagepoints is 




























DEFINITIONS OF CERTAIN TERMS USED IN THIS REPORT 
Terms Relating to Conditions 
Condition. —A morbidity condition, or simply a con-
dition, is any entry on the questionnaire which describes€
a departure from a state of physical or mental well-€
being. It results from a positive response to one of a€
series of “illness-recall” questions. In the coding and€
tabulating process conditions are selected or classi-€
fied according to a number of different criteria, such€
aa whether they were medically attende~, whether they€
resulted in disability whether they were acute or chron-€
ic; or according to the type of disease, injury, impair-
ment, or symptoms reported. For the purposes of each€
published report or set of tables, only those conditions€
recorded on the questionnaire which satisfy certain€
stated criteria are included.€
Acute conditions are classified by type according€
to the International Classification of Diseases, 1955 Re-€
vision, with certain modifications adopted to make the€
code more suitable for a household-interview-type 
survey. 
Acute condition. —An acute condition is defined as 
a condition which has lasted less than 3 months and€
which has involved either medical attention or re-€
stricted activity. Because of the procedures used to es-€
timate incidence, the acute conditions included in this€
report are the conditions which had their onset during€
the 2 weeks prior to the interview week and which in-€
volved either medical attention or restricted activity€
during the 2-week period. However, it excludes cer-€
tain conditions which are always classified as chronic€
(listed below ) even though the onset occurred within€
3 months prior to week of interview.€





Repeated attacks of sinus€
trouble€
Rheumatic fever€




Trouble with varicose veins€
Hemorrhoids or piles€



















Deafness or serious Paralysis of any kind 
trouble with hearing Repeated trouble with 
Serious trouble with see- b~ck or spine€
ing, even when wearing Club foot€
glasses Permanent stiffness or€
Cleft palate deformity of the foot,€
Any speech defect leg, fingers, arm, or€
Missing fingers, hand, or back€
arm—toes, foot, or leg Condition present since€
Palsy birth€
Condition gwwps. —Conditions are classified ac-
cording to the International Classification of Diseases, 
1955 Revision, with certain modifications adopted to 
make the code more suitable for a household-interview€
survey. In this report, all tables which have data clas-€
sified by type of condition employ a 5-category re-€
grouping plus several selected subgroups. The Inter-€
national Classification code numbers included in each€
category are shown below.€
International classifi~ 





Sseases------------------Q56, 093-0s7, 089 
The virus, :1.0.S .-------------- .:--------- . . . 
tiher infective and parasitic diseases--- 02L@35, 057-0@4, 098, 030J.56 
Sesplretory conditions 470301, 5U, 517-523, 527, 7@3 
Upper r=piratozy conditions 470-475, 5n, 517 
Cciwmn cold 470 
Other acute UPW, resP%latoly 
Conditions 471-475, S1.1, 517 
Wluenza 46!2A@3 
Influenzawith digestive 
m% festitionz 432 
Other Itiluenza 460, 461, 4@3 

















mntr.intest- disorders,8.E.c_____ 544, 704


















@e. wounds and ticemtions-----------—-- 17B70J365,N690Jm95, NSGO.N209

Cont”sims and superficialin$mies — NS1O.N929

Mer CU==Ut i@tieS N830-NB69,N930.NS94,hW6J999

A3J. other cute cmtitions---------------—--All other acute cede mnbers 




















Terms Relating to Chronic Conditions 
Condition. -A morbidity condition, or simply a 
condition. is any entry on the questionnaire which de-
scribes a depar~ure from a stat-e of physical or mental 
well-being. R results from a positive response to one 
of a series of “illness-recall” questions. In the coding 
and tabulating process conditions are selected or clas­
sified according to a number of different criteria, such 
as whether they were medically attended; whether they 
resulted in disability; whether they were acute or chron­
ic; or according to the type of disease, injury, impair­
ment, or symptom reported. For the purposes of each 
published report or set of tables, only those conditions 
recorded on the questionnaire which satisfy certain 
stated criteria are included. 
Conditions, except impairments, are coded by type 
according to the International Classification of Diseases 
with certain modifications adopted to make the code 
more suitable for a household-interview-type survey. 
Chronic condition. — A condition is considered to be 
chronic if (1) it is described by the respondent in terms 
of one of the chronic diseases on the “Check List of 
Chronic Conditions” or in terms of one of the types of 
impairments on the “Check List of Impairments, ” or 
(2) the condition is described by the respondent as 
having been first noticed more than 3 months before 
the week of the interview. 
Im.aimzents. —Impairments are chronic or per­
manent defects, usually static in nature, resulting from 
disease, injury, or congenital malformation. They rep­
resent decrease or loss of ability to perform various 
functions, particularly those of the musculoskeletal 
system and the sense organs. All impairments are clas­
sified by means of a special supplememary code for 
impairments. Hence, code numbers for impairments in 
the International Classification of Diseases are not used. 
In the Supplementary Code, impairments are grouped 
according to type of functional impairment and etiology. 
Persons with chronic conditions.-lle estimated 
number of persons with chronic conditions is based on 
the number of persons who at the time of the interview 
were reported to have one or more chronic conditions. 
Prevalence of coalitions.-h general, prevalence 
of conditions is the estimated number of conditions of 
a specified type existing at a specified time or the av­
erage number existing during a specified interval of 
time. The prevalence of chronic conditions is defined 
as the number of chronic cases reported to be present 
or assumed to be present at the time of the interview 
those assumed to be present at the time of the inter-
view are cases described by the respondent in terms 
of one of the chronic diseases on the “Check List of 
Chronic Conditions” and reported to have been present 
at some time during the 12-month period prior to the 
interview. 
Onset of condition. — A condition is considered to 
have had its onset when it was first noticed. This could 
be “the time the person first felt sick or became in­
jured, or it could be the time when the Person or his 
family was first told by a physician that he had a con­
dition of which he was previously unaware. 
Incidence of conditions. —The incidence of con­
ditions is the estimated number of conditions having 
their onset in a specified time period. As previously 
mentioned, minor acute conditions involving neither 
restricted activity nor medical attention are excluded 
from the statistics. The incidence data shown in some 
reports are further limited to various subclasses 
of conditions, such as “incidence of conditions in­
volving bed disability.” 
Actinity-restricting condition.— An activitY-re­
stricting condition is a condition which has caused 
at least 1 day of restricted activity during the 2 
calendar weeks before the interview week. (See def­
inition of “Restricted-activity day.”) The incidence 01 
acute activity-restricting conditions is estimated from 
the number of such conditions reported as having 
started in the 2-week period, but a condition which 
did not result in restricted activity until after the enc 
of the 2-week period in which it had its onset is not 
included., 
Bed-disabling condition.-A condition involving a: 
least 1 day of bed disability is called a bed-disablinf; 
condition. (See definition of “Bed-disability day.”) Thc: 
incidence of acute bed-disabling conditions is definec[ 
in a manner analogous to the incidence of acute activity. 
restricting conditions. 
Medically attended condition.-A condition is con” 
sidered medically attended if a physician has been 
consulted about it either at its onset or at any timt * 
thereafter. Medical attention includes consultation either 
in person or by telephone for treatment or advice. Ad.. 
vice from the physician transmitted to the patient 
through the nurse is counted as well as visits to phy­
sicians in clinics or hospitals. If during the course of 
a single visit the physician is consulted about more than 
one condition for each of several patients, each con­
dition of each patient is counted as medically attended. 
Discussions of a child’s condition by the physician 
and a responsible member of the household are con­
sidered as medical attention even if the child was not 
seen at that time. 
For the purpose of this definition, the term “phy­
sician” includes doctors of medicine and osteopathic: 
physicians. 
Terms Relating to Persons Iniured 
InjuYy condition. —An injury condition, or simply EUi 
injury, is a condition of the type that is classified ac­
cording to the nature of injury code numbers (N800-
N999) in the International Classification of Diseases. In 
addition to fractures, lacerations, contusions, burns, and 
so forth, which are commonly thought of as injuries, thitj 
group of codes include: effects of exposure, such a:~ 
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sunburn; adverse reactions to immunization and other 
medical procedures; and poisonings. Unless otherwise 
specified, the term injury is used to cover all of these. 
Since a person may sustain more than one injury in 
a single accident, e.g., a broken leg and laceration of 
the scalp, the number of injury conditions may exceed 
the number of persons injured. 
Statistics of acute injury conditions include only 
those injuries which involved at least 1 full day of re­
stricted activity or medical attendance. 
Person injzwed. — A person injured is one who has 
sustained one or more injuries in an accident or in some 
type of nonaccidental violence (see definition of “Injury 
condition” above). Each time a person is involved in an 
accident or in nonaccidental violence causing injury that 
results in at least 1 full day of restricted activity or 
medical attention, he is included in the statistics as a 
separate “per60n injured;” hence, one person may be 
included more than once. 
The number of persons injured is not equivalent to 
the number of “accidents” for several reasons: (1) the 
term “accident” as commonly used may not involve in-
jury at all; (2) more than one injured person may be in­
volved in a single accident so that the number of acci­
dents resulting in injury would be less than the number 
of persons injured in accidents; and (3) the term ‘‘ac­
cident” ordinarily implies an accidental origin, whereas 
“persons injured” as used in the National Health Survey 
includes persons whose injury resulted from certain 
nonaccidental violence. 
The number of persons injured in a specified time 
interval is always equal to or less than the incidence of 
injury conditions, since one person may incur more than 
one injury in a single accident. 
Terms Relating to Class of Accident 
Class of accident. — Injuries, injured persons, and 
resulting days of disability may be grouped according 
to class of. accident. This is a broad classification of 
the types of event which resulted in persons being in­
jured. Most of these events are accidents in the usual 
sense of the word, but some are other kinds of mishap, 
such as overexposure to the sun or adverse reactions to 
medical procedures, and others are nonaccidental vio­
lence, such as attempted suicide. The classes of acci­
dents are: (1) moving motor-vehicle accidents, (2) acci­
dents occurring while at work, (3) home accidents, and 
(4) other accidents. These categories are not mutually 
exclusive. For example, a person may be injured in a 
moving motor-vehicle accident which occurred while the 
person was at home or at work. The accident class 
“motor vehicle” includes “home-motor vehicle” and 
“whiIe at work-motor vehicle.” Similarly, the classes 
while at work and home, include duplicated counts, e.g., 
motor vehicle-while at work is included under “while 
at work. ” 
Motor-vehicle accident. — The class of accident is 
“motor vehicle” if a motor vehicle was involved in any 
way. Thus, it is not restricted to moving motor vehicles 
or to persons riding in motor vehicles. Amotor vehicle 
is any mechanically or electrically powered device, not 
operated on rails, upon which or by which any person 
or property may be transported or drawn upon a land 
highway. Any object, such as a trailer, coaster, sled, 
or wagon, being towed by a motor vehicle is considered 
a part of the motor vehicle. Devices used solely for 
moving persons or materials within the confines of a 
building and its premises are not counted as motor 
vehicles. 
Moving motor vehicle. — The accident is classified 
as,’ ‘moving motor vehicle” if at least one of the motor 
vehicles involved in the accident was moving at the 
time of the accident. 
Nonmoving motor vehicle. —The accident is classi­
fied as ‘‘nonmoving motor vehicle” if the motor vehicle 
was not moving at the time of the accident. 
Accident while at zuoyk.—The class of accident is 
“while at work” if the injured person was 17 years of 
age or over and was at work at a job or a business at 
the time the accident happened. 
Home accident. —The class of accident is ‘home” 
if the injury occurred either inside the house or outside 
the house. “Outside the house” refers to the yard, 
buildings,, and sidewalks on the property. “Home” in­
cludes not only the person’s own home but also any 
other home in which he might have been when he was 
injured. 
Other.— The class of accident is “other” if the 
occurrence of injury cannot be classified in one or more 
of the first three class-of-accident categories. This 
category therefore includes persons injured in public 
places (e.g., tripping and falling in a store or on a pub­
lic sidewalk), and also nonaccidental injuries such as 
homicidal and suicidal attempts. The survey does not 
cover the military population, but current disability of 
various types resulting from prior injury occurring 
while the person was in the Armed Forces is covered 
and is included in this class. The class also includes 
mishaps for which the class of accident could not be 
ascertained. 
.Terms Relating to Disability 
Disability .—Disability is the general term used to 
describe any temporary or long-term reduction of a 
person’s activity as a result of an acute or chronic 
condition. 
Disability days are classified according to whether 
they are days of restricted activity, bed-days, work-
10SS days, or school-loss days. All days of bed disa­
bility are, by definition, days of restricted activity. 
The converse form of this statement is, of course, not 
true. Days lost from work and days lost ikom school 
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are also days of restricted activity for the working and 
schooI-age populations. Hence, restricted activity is 
the most inclusive term used in describing disability 
days. 
Condition-days of restricted activity, bed disabil­
ity, etc. —Condition-days of restricted activity, bed 
disability, and so forth are days of the various forms 
of disability associated with any one condition. Since 
any particular day of disability may be associated with 
more than one condition, the sum of days for all con­
ditions adds to more than the total number of person-
days of disability. 
Restricted-activity day.—A day of restricted ac­
tivity is one on which a person substantially reduces 
the amount of activity normal for that day because of 
a specific iUness or. injury, The type of reduction 
varies with the age and occupation of the individual as 
well as with the day of the week or season of the year. 
Restricted activity covers the range from substantial 
reduction to complete inactivity for the entire day. 
Bed-disability day.—A day of bed disability is one 
on which a person stays in bed for all or most of the 
day because of a specific illness or injury. It is con­
sidered to be a day only if the period of bed disability 
includes more than half of the daylight hours. All hos ­
pital days for inpatients are considered to be days of 
bed disability even if the patient was not actually in 
bed at the hospital. 
Work-1oss day. —A day lost from work is a normaI 
working day on which a person did not work at his job or 
business because of a specific illness or injury. If the 
person’s regular work day is less than a whole day and 
he entire work day was lost, it would be counted as a 
whole work day lost. The number of days lost from work 
is determined only for persons 17 years of age or over 
who reported that at any time during the 2-week period 
covered by the interview they either worked at or had a 
job or business (see “Currently employed persons”). 
School-1oss day. —A day lost from school is a nor­
mal school day on which a child did not attend school 
because of a specific illness or injury. The number of 
days lost from school is determined only for children 
6-16 years of age. 
Person-days of restricted activity, bed disability, 
etc.–Person-days of restricted activity, bed disability, 
and so forth are days of the various forms of disability 
experienced by any one person. The sum of days for all 
persons in a group represents an unduplicated count of 
all days of disability for the group. 
Terms Relating to Hospitalization 
Hospital discharge.— A hospitaI discharge is the 
completion of any continuous period of stay of one or 
more nights in a hospital as an inpatient, except the 
period of stay of a well, newborn infant. A hospital 
discharge is recorded whenever a present member 
of the household is reported to have been discharged 
from a hospital in the 12-month period prior to the 
interview week. (Estimates were based on discharges 
which occurred during the 6-month period prior to the 
interview.) 
Hospital. —For this survey a hospital is defined 
as any institution meeting one of the following cri­
teria: (1) named in the listing of hospitals in the 
current Guide Issue of Hospitals, the Journal of 
the American Hospital Association; (2) named in the 
listing of hospitals in the Directories of the American 
Osteopathic Hospital Association; or (3) named in the 
annual inventory of hospitals and related facilities sub­
mitted by the States to the Division of Hospital and 
Medical Facilities of the U.S. Public Health Service in 
conjunction with the Hill-Burton program. 
Hospital ownership. —Hospital ownership is a clas­
sification of hospitals according to the type of organi­
zation that controls and operates the hospital. The cate­
gory to which an individual hospital is assigned and the 
definition of these categories follows the usage of the 
American Hospital Association. 
Type of hospital sewice.-Type of hospital serv­
ice is a classification of hospitals according to the pre-
dominant type of cases for which they provide care. 
The category to which an individual hospital is as­
sig-ned and the definition of these categories follows 
the usage of the American Hospital Association. 
Short-stay hospital.— A short-stay hospital is one 
for which the type of service is general; maternity; 
eye, ear, nose, and throat children’s; osteopathic hos­
pital; or hospital department of institution. 
Terms Relating to Acquisition and 
Cost of Medicines 
In order to obtain accurate and complete information 
relating to the acquisition and cost of medicines, the 
reference period is limited to the 2-week period prior 
to interview. The collected data are then appropriately 
weighted to provide annual estimates for medicine 
items. 
Preswibedmedicine. — Prescribed medicine is de-
fined as: (1) any medicine obtained on a doctor’s 
written prescription, (2) any medicine which has been 
prepared on the basis of a doctor’s telephone call to a 
pharmacist, or (3) any medicine given by the doctor 
(or nurse) to the person to take home. Medicine ob­
tained as a refill of a previous prescription is con­
sidered as prescribed medicine. Excluded are med­
icines and shots or injections administered to the per-
son in a medical facility. 
Acquisition of prescribed medicine.— Each time 
the medicine is actually obtained on the basis of a 
prescription for a person, it is considered to be an 
acquisition. If the medicine was specifically prescribed 
for two persons, it would be counted as two acquisitions. 
Each time the prescription is refilled it is considered as 
a separate acquisition. 
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Cost per acquisition of prescribed medicine. —The 
amount paid (or to be paid) by the person, his family 
or friends, and any part paid by health insurance is 
recorded for each acquisition of medicine for each 
person. If the medicine was obtained without cost, 
the source from which the medicine was obtained free 
of charge is recorded. If the medicine was obtained for 
two persons, half of the cost is allocated for each per-
son. Similarly if the medicine was obtained twice for 
one person, half the total cost would be allocated per 
acquisition. 
Nor@rescribed medicine. — Nonprescribed medi­
cine is defined as medicines obtained without a pre­
scription. The term includes tonics, pills, salves, 
ointments, vitamins, first-aid items, and other med­
icines or medication obtained. 
Users of nonpvescvibed medicine. —F’or each non-
prescribed medicine obtained, the persons in the 
family who used or might use the medicine are re-
corded. 
Cost of nonprescm”bed medicine during period per 
wsev.— The amount paid (or to be paid) for a given type 
of nonprescribed medicine actually obtained during a 
period of time is allocated equally among each user 
(or potential user) of the medicine. Nonprescribed 
medicine obtained “free horn doctor” (or other source) 
is recorded as having no cost. 
Demographic Terms 
Age. —The age recorded for each person is the age 
at last birthday, Age is recorded in single years and 
grouped in a variety of distributions depending upon the 
purpose of the table. 
Cuwently employed pevsons. —Currently employed 
persons are all persons 17 years of age or over who 
reported that at any time during the 2-week period 
000 
covered by the interview they either worked at, or had 
a job or business. Current employment includes paid 
work as an employee of someone else, self-employment 
in business, farming, or professional practice, and un­
paid work in a family business or farm. Persons who 
were temporarily absent from their job or business be-
cause of a temporary illness, vacation, strike, or bad 
weather are considered as currently employed if they 
expected to work as soon as the particular event causing 
their absence no longer existed. 
Free-lance workers are considered as currently 
employed if they had a definite arrangement with one or 
more employers to work for pay according to a weekly 
or monthly schedule, either full time or part time. Ex­
cluded from the currently employed are such persons 
who have no definite employment schedule but work 
only when their services are needed. 
Also excluded from the currently employed pop­
ulation are. (1) persons receiving revenue from an enter­
prise in whose operation they did not participate, (2) 
persons doing housework or charity work for which they 
receive no pay, and (3) seasonal workers during the 
portion of the year they were not working. 
The number of currently employed persons esti­
mated by the National Health Survey (NHS) will dMfer 
from the estimates prepared by the Current Population 
Survey (CPS), Bureau of the Census, for several 
reasons. In addition to sampling variability they include 
three primary conceptual differences, namely: (1) NHS 
estimates are for persons 17 years of age or over; CPS 
estimates are for persons 14 years of age or over. (2) 
NHS uses a 2-week-reference period, while CPS uses 
a l-week-reference period. (3) NHS is a continuing 
survey with separate samples taken weekly, while CPS 
is a monthly sample taken for the survey week which in­







APPENDIX Ill. QUESTIONNAIRE 
! 
Tho itams below show the exact content and wording of the basic questionnaire used in the nationwide household surw’ey of the U.S. National 
}Iwd th Survey, The actual questionnaire is designed for a household as a unit and includes additional spaces for reporfs on more than one person,

. . . . . . . . . . ..—
L’L)””,L,LJ”, E@J,aenq .,, or blj.qp,t*f,zat*~”. Such repetitive spaces are omitted in this illustrate

CONFIDENTIAL - The N.tiond Hcdth Survey is authorized by Ptilic L*w 652 of & Mth COWre.. (7o St.t 48%; 42 U.S.C. 242.). Ml ic,fmmmtion 8UD0ET Elli+s?.4 u NO. 68-R62O.1O
which would permit idmtific.tim of the individual will be held stcicdy conlideati,l, will be used only by persons .r,s.sem ., 
.. --, .MMS.S 16t7’71 
‘--- --> u, and for tb, F.UWS,S 
APPROVAL EXP2RES JULY 1S. 196.5of the survey, ,nd will ..! be disc[ose.d o, rcIc.sed m cxhws 10, . . . ..-- ..—.  . . . (22 FR. . . . . .
,;&m,~,~)H$.HIS.l (FY.d5) R..l..d U.S. OE	!PARTMENT OF COMMERCE 
>“D!AIJ 0, T“= CSNS”, 
ACTONO :S” COI.LCCTIWG AOH4T ,0” TH= 1. Q..,ckm.ire 
U.S. PUBLIC HEALTH SERVECE I -..1 
NAT IO NAL HEALTH SURVEY 
FISCAL YEAR --1965 qu..,i..naires 





b. Mailing address if not shown in 2 . USame . . shown i“ 2.,. If chisq.estio..aire is f.ar.n q‘EXTRA> ‘ unit in .Bc.r NTA.epmnc, enter: 
Add,,., 
S,+f No. of 
Item No. Ifin NTA+STe.t, .1.. mt,r 
UIY s,.,. E SEGMENT LIST 
SHEET NO. L2NE NO. 
. . Name of .peci.l dwellin~pl.ce ~Code 
m?- 1 I I I I . 
Orlgumf .Sample by which found fOr FIRST u!MClisted On prOp,mV“K 
[A.k it.m.9 .nd 10 ONLY if “XW.lO, boxism.zked 71 
11. T~eoflivi.~qumters (Ch..k.an. bc.xj 
J L I I_JRural~ la Mlother (skip t. ff.mlj) 
m Housing Unit a Other unit 
1 ALLse&ments(.skif itecn2. .ddre.s identifies .S2NGLE-UNIT smucmue). 
I 
9. D.y.u.wn .r,.ntthisplac.? 
a 0.” D Rent 12. Ar. th.r..ny o...pl.d .rvo.a"r llvlngq..~.rs BES[DES YOUR OWN.­, ,, --lnth. b.s.m..t? . . . . . mYes--S_ 
10, a. [Omor Rent free~-Doas thlspla.. h.v 
..,n,h,$f,oor~... . . . . 
b.	 CRent~-- D.asth. pl.c. yo. r.nth.v. 10.rmor. aet.s? (FiNT.bIe X for each (luarfi;. NOT N.tecf) 
I-J Y,, n No	 ALL se me.ts(.sklfimm 2. Ide.tifi.se.tire fl.c.ror ucmumberedpti.af flo.arin . 
MULT2-&T S1,UCWd. 
7 13. A,. rh.,. any .acc.pl.d ., v...., Nvl.g qumt.,s BEsIDES YOUR OWN --
t / If item 2. identifies entic. floor 
. . . . ,hl, f[oor?” 
c, During !h. pest 12 nmmhs dld ,I d. Du,ing th. POSt 12 month. 
sol.. 01 .xep,, Ilv.stock, and I did ‘d-, of croF.s, liv.-
If item 2 a identifies pact of floor, specify pan 
.th.r farm produces from ,h. I stock, and oth., form --1. ih. --of this floor? (Fill Table X for each quarzer. NOT lisfed>ph.mleuntto
$50 w me,.?	 I p~oduct. k“.m th. PI... TA and NTA segments (.sk at au &ts EXCEPT APARTMENT ffcIIfsEs).I Wn.u”t t. $250 0, m.,.? 14. Is the,. ,ony o?h., b.lldlng on ?hl: prop.rty for peopl. t. 11,. 1.- either occupl.d ., ,ncan!?
I 
I D Yes--S- L —l_JNo 
1 (Ffll Table X for each quarze,s NOT Neted) 
J Zn Yes 4DN0 
I 
9D Yes SUN. 
Telephone No. 
15. who, $. th. ,.1.ph.n. ..mb.r hr.? I
i J~ D N. celepbone . 
IN TERVIEWER:	 Check T.ble I f?r di.bet... Enter &e @mm numbers of .11 per~.ns who h.ve been reported .s h.vi.~ diabetes. 
zf “. p.m.”. with Ct.betes, check the N..=** box. 
D Column numbers = None (Leave ‘Thank You” letter 64 depart) 
(~xm::h+,~~ 
o r 
16. R f!CORO OF CALLS AT HOUSEHOLD 
Item 1 corn. 2 Co.. 3 COln. 4 co.. 5 corn. 
Due 




of return Col. No. 
cdl. for 
I“divf dud D.w 
remponderm 
Cd. No— Time 
17. REASON FOR NONINTERVIEW 
TVP != -! A I n I . f . 
m RefustffD..crlb. 1. Foot.. t..) fg v..~t - .On==.,oa.i o Demolished Interview not obui.ed for: 
U ~j~ at home - repeated n Vacu,t - ‘..s.mf o In SUPI. by mist~e 
U Usumf residence elsewb.rc O Elimin.t.d i. sub-sur,pl. GAS. 
Reason + u Tempomrily .bsent u Armed Forces u B“ilc after ApriI 1, 1960 became: 
U Other (Sr...lfy> D Other [sp..ify) U Ocher (SP.OIIYJ 
I I ! I 
18. St8n*ture of Interviewer 19. Code 
I FOR OFFICE USE ONLY 01 D2 03 D4 05 06 07 OS 




(If b,f.,e Jufy S960) 
Whaf w.. *h. nam. 
,f th. hous.hold 
h..d of th.s. 


















. . Wl@ I. tfi. nom. ef tht hoed of this fm.mbold? (Enter n-e in first column) L.st mm. 6) 
b.	 What ore *h. nomi.s of all othir &r=mm who Nv= her*? (Lit ~1 p..-. WhOIi.= he=)

. . I fiaw lls~d (Red n&~es)L [s.~qrm. anyorm cls,m, atayima !IU* now, ..ch IIS fdcnds, rcl@w, or IOOmrs? o Ye,* m No

d.’’f”f%l%s.d.d My...+. USUALLY N... hr. but 1. now away from hem.? . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 0 Yes* o No .

.fSoanyofth@pmpl@ Inthlshoudmldhavo ahamornyvdtwe*lso? . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . a Yes* u No Fir., n.me 
If my .duft !s4.s listed, �sh ‘Apply h..sebold membership tufes 
f.	 Ar* any of th. p.rso.s In !hl# housoh.ld now o. f.11-Nme ..Nv. duty wl!h th. Ann.d Force. of the 
Unlhdsmf.s?. ................ ............................................ mYe. (D.1.ldi=lw 
Rel.tiauship 
Enter rel.tion=bip to he.d: for example, wife, dau.sheer, gcsadson, moth-in-law, p~nner, roomer, roomer’s wife, etc. HEAD 
k. R... U lhhe Se 
How old w.r. you o. your last blrfbdcy? (Af.o, check Race md Sex f.. e.ch Pcrscu)	 ON,WO m“ Md� 
O Otha a FaEs& 
N 17 ye=. old a OVU, -k: (ff P. 1.- that persons under 17 uc or hmve been 0 Und. 17 Yra. O Ne,.r m.tne i 
Am y.. now marri..d, wldc.wmd, dlvormd, ssparat.d, or nw.r mard.d? msrricd (other than xmtdfed) check tbe *’Under 17 yrs. ” a M.,iied 0 Divorced 
tChecS c41e box for each Pemon) box buc give muit.1 smtux in * footnote.) n Widowed 0 S,pm.ted 
For sfl persons 17 years old or over, ask: n U“d. l@ 
. . Did YOUwork at any Nm. last wnk or the w..k bofom? (For fem.les add) — not counting work around th. heua.? a. Ig Ye,— -------------- . 
lf “No,” �sk BOTH Q. 5b and 5.: b. n Y,, O No 
b.	 EVM thou+ Y.. did not W+ d.rlns fh. P.?* 2 w..k., & Y.. h..* u i.b .r b..t . ...?

. . W... y.. looking for work or on layoff front a iob? c o YQ* O No
— . 
If l’Yqs,” to Q. 5% ask: 
d.	 WhJ=h - looking f- we+k or . . layoff from. Iob? d. 0 L..ki.8 o Layoff o B.tl 
. .If m.le 45 years old or over md afl “No’s:’ ask 
. . Ar* you rdrcd? . . n Y,. o No 
. 
,H If .tb.c eligible rewp.andemts -e = home, .*. 
W..ld y.. PI.OS. osk --, --, t.., f.a loin .s? 
for self) 
This SUW.Y covas all kind. of Il[n.sses. Th.s* first w.sN..s r*fw — to LAST WEEK AND THE WEEK BEFORE, that IS, th. period ~ 
n Y*S No -
outlined In A on this col.ndcr. (Hand calendar) 
. . W.ro you sick at my Nm. LAST WEEK OR THE WEEK BEFORE - (AI. 2 w*.b show. o. that calendar)? 
N rel.t.d uson= 19 years old or over are listed in .dditioa m tbe respondent, SST. O Ab... 0 Ur,d.t 19 ye. s 
W. would rik. 99 h.v. .11 adult. who u.., mt hum. take P.rf in th. Intwvi.w. 1’ you, --, yew --, .tcv.* horn. now? Omerview D Not ., borne 
b. What was th. ram+.,? 
.,	 Old y.. h.v. o.ythl.g .1s. d&lng th.t p.rlod? ., 
“.: iA-S~W-E=K-O-R-TfiE- W-E=K- B-E~&R%,-dti ~o~ ~k~ ‘~~ =.71 z.: ~r%%~~.~f~r TV- ;O ~d=l~. ~b~.;d~.~ .-. ~hy.~ ~.~ =1 ~.-e~b= .;)?. o Ye. U No 
b. For what co”dlNem?

. . Old you tok. tmy madtci.. kt .my ath.r .ondttlon?

0. LAST WEEK OR THE WEEK BEFORE, did you hav. any nccldants or Inluri@.? o Y., o No 
b,	 What w.r* ih.y?

. . Dld you hov. any CA*V aecldm!s or t“l.rl*s dwlng that 2 w..k pwt.d? -,

a, Old . . EVER fmv. an (a”Y .th.r) ac. id..t w I.I. that s*NI botb.ts you or .ff..ts you in any way? I-J Y., ~ No 
b. In wi at way doms it both., you? (Record present ef7 eccs) 
Now I am ping to read a list of conditions. o Ye, (i) UN. -
Plms* tell me If you, your --, tic,, h... had rny of these . ..ditio.. oURING THE PAST 12 MONTHS? 
(Read Cud A, condition by condition; record in his column arty conditions mentioned for the person) 
,------------------------------------------------------------- --, 
Oo y-, your --, ~.., hav. any of TNESE conditions? 0 Yes n No I 
(Resd Card B, condition by conditim; record in his column say cvnditi.n. mentioned for che person) 
. . 0. y.. h.,. any ofh.r .ilrnants, condltlons, or pmbl.ms with y..r health? n Yes ON. -
b.	 TYhnf Is tb. condltl.n? (Record condition itself if still present; otherwise record present effects. ) 
. . Any other problems with your h.alth? 
a. Hav. you bacm In a hoxpltal at any Nm. stnce . year 0s0? o Yes @ ON. -
If “Yes,” ash fnclude stays in.n~si”g homes, 
b.	 How m-y Nm.. w.r. you 1. th. h.spit.l during fhat period? ,.s, homes> 0, s,u,,lat pl.ces. 
No. of times 
For perxms 19 yews old or over, sb.w wbo responded for (.s w.. present during the askhg of) Q. 6 – 13. If persons a Resposd.d fot sdf - �.cit.ly -
(For 
R 
responded foz self, show w%etber eaticely or psrcIy. For persons under 19 show who responded for them. If .figible O Rmf+md,d for self - Partly 
6- 13) respondent is % home” but did not respond for self, enter the reas.m in a footnote. COL W.S r..p.sndent 
., 
/TERVIEWEtiFCbeck T.ble 1 for eye conditions or vision problems (including c.tar.cts md s1..com.) .ff.cting Persons 6 yeus old “0 No eye condit,.a. ., 
or OV.C. For each such p,180iz .Sk __ ~nd=,~ L.,, , -
(. a, Can YOUse. w*II �nough to rend ordinary newsp.pw p.lnt with glo’..s? n Yes (A.k bJ n N. mm! 
If “Yes” to a, .Sk O Y.. (STOP) ON. fA,k, 
h.	 Con you s.* w*II mmugh to r.eogntz. a frl.nd walking m th. oth.r id. of th. .tre&?

If “No” to b, ask: O Great deaf O Some

c. HOWmuch trouhl. weuld you say that you hava III .-eing a ~,.at d.al, some, o, h.,dly any at .11? 7 f=l ff.dfy ,ny or None 
(TERVIEWER Examine .ges in question 3 for children one year old or tmdtt, the” check tb. appropriate box i“ quesci.a. 1S a. 
I I 
i
5.	 d. m Baby O+hies) one year or ~ b. Are bircb(.) for bmby (babies) ~ . . Was -- fmr. in the hospital? I d. Whomwas born? ftMt.r mmth, c!+ -d Y..r)
under hated. (G. h Q. 1S b) , ~“d ddive’~ for mother shown 1 fg Yes [Q. f. Q. 15 dJ I 
U No 
or under li.t.d. (0.s f. Q. 16J~ O Yes (0. t. Q. 16) I (If blrfhd.1. 1. on 0,.1,.. d.,. .Imnm ,“ W..tlc.l 13, 1,11 ,?.7. 11...1 
ONO@Dt OQ.ISd ~ I 2’.51.11 for moth., -d cm. 1/.. 1., thud. 
I 
.! I I 
baby (babies) one yea I ‘n ‘*lC ‘? I O No (QO to Q. 16) I Month Day Yeu 
Now I h.v. xom. qu..tlo.. .b.i p.r=h. s.. .f m.di.l... Firs?, I wont to ask Y.. about medicines pre.crlbed by a doctor - -
a. LAST WEEK OR THE WEEK BEFORE, did ..Y... In ih. fsmily buy or obtain any kind of m.dlcine pres.tihed by . doctor? 
s o Ye. o No (Go to Q. 17) 
If “Yes,” ask: 
b.	 What la th. nom. of !hm muflcln.? (Enter n.m. of medicine in column (a) of Table P. If name i. unknown, enter “DK” in col.nm (.) and 
ask What condition is It fw? Then CDCCrtbe condition in column (b).) 
. . LAST WEEK OR THE WEEK BEFoRE, did a.yotw buy or obtain any OTHER medicine pms.ribed by o doctor? 



















Turn to Cud J, and .sk: 
7.	 � , LAST WEEK OR THE WEEK BEFORE, did .nyon. in the family buy w ebt.ain any m.~i.in. NOT 
pr*..,ib*d bY @ d..t.r? Thl. (Sh.w C.,d J) i. o listof SOME of the it.ms in which we am Ini.r.at.d. 
INTERVIEWER ~ Yes n No (Go ,? Q. 18) 
If “Y..,” ask: ‘s~p.i=nc.” oc 
“co.dicion.” cm ~d A 
b. Wh.t 1%*h. nom. of th. m.di.l..? (Enter name or kind .f ~=.fi.iae in column (.) of Table NP.) reported in question 16 
or 17, should be camied 
c, LAST WEEK OR THE WEEK BEFORE, did anyone buy or obtcin any OTHER rnedlcin. NOT prescribed by a doctor? back to T.ble I ifcbcy 
do n., already appear 
Oyes (R.-a. kQ.17h) UNO (Ftllt.mai"ind column, of Tmbla NPfo,.ach m.dioln. mport.4 them. 
~ — 
mbl. P - PRESCfllBEO MEOICINES 
Name of medicine 
What c.ndill.an ixth. 
Whew.s itproscribedf.r? Which week was th. --bought, How much did it cO.!
~~~~fl;;,utkfi~c~fi;)’ ~“ for? (E,.,., ..Ium. .,umb.r LAST WEEK —or A. WEEK 
(.) “ “ (b) 
of ~y=y) 
BEFORE LAST?(* Dan.,. ‘e’, cent, 
l_J L.,, “,.4 l_Jwcck before 
I 
OBef.re2 weeks (STOP) ~ I 
nbl. NP - NONPRESCRIBED MEDICINES 
Wh.t isth. --rierollyly ~~;;~fm,;~ 
Which w.ekwes the--bought, ffoW muchN.me of medicine used for by this 
f mll(If nnme.is unknow.n,.enter family? !Re -- 5 
“s. LAST WEEK—II, the WEEK did it cost? Whcwawas ?bo.ght? 
che kmd of medtcme) (En,., c.,. n... BEFORE LAST? (=) 
(n) (b) ‘f -?.?’ (d) Do1lP.,s IC.ms (0 
O Last week O Week before I n Drug store n other (sp.df,j 
I m Grocery store 
n Before 2 w..sks (STOP) s I m M.il order house 
NOW I have . f.w q...Nons about smekl”g - - 0 
For each p.,,.” 17 years old or 0“.,, ask: O Undez 17 ye.,. 
o, Havo you smoked at least one hundred cigarettes during your entire IIf.? = n y= —-____ 
I_J No (c+. to 21)
——-— —______ 
If “Ycs,” ask: 
-— 
b. D.ri.g th. p+rlod wh~ you w.,. sm.king the most, how many cign,.t~s o day did ~.. IISU.lly smoke? b. P,, day OR P= mek 
a, Oo yeu sm.k. .ig.r.tt.s n.”? a Cl Ye. O No (GW to 20) 
N “Yes,’* ask questions 19b ANO 19.. If “‘No, rs E. m question 20: 
I b, On tho av.mg*, .bcw how many clgciraNas o doy do y.. smok.? b. P,, day OR per week 
fg w., O Uidn>, sm.ke 
c. Tw.lva months ago, how many cigarettes . day were you smoking? 
. p., day OR per meek 
---., 
.. co t. W..tfo” 21 . . . . 
If “N.” to question 19., ask BOTN q“.sci.”s 20a ANO 20b: 0 Non. 
a. On th* av.mg., obo.t how many clg.r.tt.s a day w.re y.. smoking 12 monthq ago? 0. per day OR per week 
b. How tong h.. It b... s!”.. y.” smoked cig.r.w.. fairly rogulorly? 
b. months OR yes,, 
For e.ch mol. 17 years old or over ask quesci.ans 21 AND 22 0 Fem. or und.. 17 
. a. Hov. you .mok.d .t I.asi 10 cigars during your entite life? o. n Yes m No (GO to 22) 
b. Oe you mnok. cigar. now? b. o y=. (A,k c) a No (A.k d) 
If “Yest) !0 21h, @,k per 
G. Abut hew m.”y cigmcs a doy d. y.” ustndly smoke? . _~Y_.-_O_R_~~i~

If “No!’ m 21b, ask: nmadl. —OR YU,S—

d. About how long he. tt b... .!... you srnok.d 30, mom ctig.rs o w..k? c1 n NEVER sm.k=d 3 Or~.ze. week 
.0. Hove you smok*d a? Iaast 3 packages of PIP. tobacco during your entire life? 0. n Yes a No (STOP) 
b. Oo you amok. a PIP. now? h m y.S {A,k .> f_J No (A,k Q 
If “Yea’) IO 22b, ask: per 
c. About hew many pip.f.l. of t.bocco a day do y.. .su.a I(Y smok.? c - ~Z..--O~ __~~.~Y_, 
If “No” tO 22b, .,~ 
months_OR y.rs _ 
d. About ~W long ham it b... ,1... ye. smok.d 3., mom pip.f.ls o w..k? d 0 NEV=f s=ked 3 or more a d 
For each male 17 years old oc over, ask: O Fem. or under 17 
, . . Did you .v.r ..rv. In th. Arm.d For... of th. U.it.d Stat.’? f=f Yes O No 
If “Y..,” .&: -. 
U U No[.4tib. Wm. mny of y.., m.rvtc. during o war? _ Yes_(A.k c) —________ CO . 
If ‘tYes,” ask: n WN O Komm 
., O.rl.g whl .h w., did y.. s.w.? Ig O*., 
If “No” IO 23b, ask: 
_____ ---, 
d, Was any of yew S.,VIC. b.twec” Jun. 27, 19s0, a“d Jon..,y 31, 195s? I-J Ye, 0 No 
If 17 years old or over, a&: 00adcr 17 
mm: 12345678 , m What IS th. high.’t grad. you .tmnd.d 1. sch..!? (Circle highest grmde am.ad.d or check “None”.) Kiglu 1234 
College: 1 2 34 5+ 
~ None 
. 
b, Old you finish fha gmdc (year)? 0 Yes n N. 
Turn to C.rd K and ask Group o 
Whi=h of th.s. l..mn. groups m r.s..ts your t.tal .ombi..d fondly in..nm for RI. PS9 12 month., th.t 1., your’s, y..r --’., et.? 
‘ $.S~,wf~#d K). I..l.d. i..nrn. $rem all s..r..., . ..h .’ w.s.’, sal.rl.s, social ‘...rlty or mtir.rnent b... fi,., h.lp from r.lativ.s, 






able I - I LLNESS.ES, IMPAIRMENTS, AND INJURIES ~ 
pJes- Did If condition is On CUP C, enter cAUSE KIND PART OF BOOY . . LASTWEEK Old yau 
10. ,On you ondition without ukm 
10. rover olumns (d-1) through (J-4) snd 
If&e .ntv in COL (Al) i. For any entty + .o1. (d-1) or A& -. .. only foc 
OR THf3 have w 
i 
o to columns (e)-(f). 
COI. (d-2) that includes the WEEK Gut down 
er- AT i ___--__-----_m An fMPAfRfJENT 
words: I#XU#M~,~=;RENT EFFECTS BEFORE Pm OS 
on ANY Fot akl other iUneszes snd Allergy” Tumor d foc 
—- dtdyour . . . much as 0 
“?TIME resent .ffe.c. of “old” py;:ma “Condition” Abscess I. ffumtioa cOUS*yOU I doyl 
talk juries - 01 “Disease” Ache (except Neumfda Ite mm I 
10 m 
b




head.cbe) Neutiti. d8wn m the 
docto at did the doew iay N WOS ­
ob..t Id h. give it a mwdicol nom.? I .SYMPTOM l~~k~~------ :O:d 3 ot s%. fhl”gs you Sareaes. Usumlly de? 
your ffdoct.r NOTc.lked to, record *SIG C8nce, T.-o, 
. ..? ~iqja.1..my~dm.k(d-z)- What kind of. . . is it? t:~:h In.,,‘“b .:....-. ...­f..-l, .s ,Cqulr... -d or I m---- . . . rmc” -. , ~e;;=m=e W..k IV,mbr.ess I II I 
Accidem$, or” .Ikaw, lower. :,, :,,j sppe”bd before the past 2 %jucy” .nd filI Tsble A.) AmI - (.hodda, UFPCI,mix, hm~ one or bth) 
.:. F 
eeks, enter the present effects. 
i“-””-
Lop .(hip, .Pper, knee, lower, 8akle, mJ ml 
foot; one or kab)
,.I
? 




(,3.4) I(,)g .fb) ,., II ,-., II ..-, . .- ., I . -....-,.. (n (.) (b)— — 
x x xmYes 




.Tablo II - HOSPITALIZATIONS 
T USE YOUR CALENDAR For what condltlen dld YOU�n!cr h 
INTERVIEWER: You sold that yOU W.,. In f%e entries in COIS. (c) snd (d); h-~pl~l ‘- ‘e yw ‘n- ‘m ‘dtcal ‘*WP 
hospital (cm.., twi.., .v..) during 
“umber of (If medical nsmc not known, enter 
Whm did YOU Mt., tha hospital 
hospital? How MOny of HOW .my of W.r* you respondent’ I description.)
thes- fh.s. still 1. th. 
question 13. (the last Nm*)? rff exact 
nmmber not nl~hts W- nfghts W*,9 hospital (Emy must show cAUS;, KfND, AND 
(Enter IWX@ &y and yea.; if kno~mcept	 in ** P@s* l-i w-k !O’t Sunday PART OF BODY in SMW &ttil �s 
12 menifm? w h WA night? raquired in Table f)exact daf. not drmm, obtain beat edlmate.)
e. fim.f e.) b.fom? 
(d) (e) (f) (c) . (b) 
i 1 
“1 I ig Y.. I I 
“.””.. “., . . . . . . ~“.. 
— 
m N“.. I 
T.blo A - ACCIOENTS ANO INJURIES . 
CIgmNO. L whoa dld Am accldrnt kappa? .2. & the Nmmof tfm aecidrnf, VI+IOtpti of \hc body was hurt? what kind of iniury was N? Anything �l-? 
Table 1 





(0. :. Q. S) 
. 
2, a. Wcsecs,, tmck, buss, tiwwwv&lelo In-l+ In*c~cldrntln~w~? . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . OYes ONOfO. t00,4) 
b.w.. me,. %~~. mm, +l.l. inwlvd? . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . k5Ye*(tietbManc) o No 
c. Wasit(.Nh.*O n.) mOvlngafth. tIm*?. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..~yes o No 
. 
4. a. Wfwo dld A* aeeldod howam - ar homo w awn. A-r P16c*? 
I n At home (inside house) z l’3,At home (mdjsceat pemkses) fgS0mc0tbcrf4sce 
14 ‘120UK other place,” atk 
b. MVJ, kind ef plee. w.. N? 
s m Sfre*t sad highway (~cludes rosdw.Y) 6 U School (includes school NemSses) 
~ O F-m 7 n ph.. of recreation 8rd sport., except .t school 
s U industrial place (includes P.mise.) � Cl ~her @P*=J~ ** PI-W wh~= •@Oidm~ fi~Ps*m*4J 
k. War. you al work WI your iob or busln.ss w41.. fh. eddmthoppctwd? 
1 fg Yes 20 No s n ~tle in Armed .l%mices 4 a under 17 M time of accident 








How Durt.g If 6-16 If “Yes” 
m.ny that tvm yC.1. old, in Q.5. 
days W*A SSk or 5 b, 
did p.ri.d, Hew m..] .Sk 
you how many days did How 
hav. w days dld yml,. ,. Inwly 
*UV Yw, ,.. l k..p yw days did 
down kacp you kern four . . 
+ablc I - ILLNESSES, IMPAIRMENTS, AND II URIES - Continued 
lid ycw fl,st IIO?ICOyam . . . If .01. (m) To ABOUT If 1 or If “Yes” 
did I? h.pw.) d.ring th. PM is checked, :;:;= ~~m”nl nmre d.~ to col. fc). 
I months or bafom that tlrn.? ‘ .$k in cd (q) ask: ““
Till 









E, F, G, or 
H =s .PPI­_-, ---, 
I I I I 
If “1-, *,2*, p[e.,. If .,l,... $~t. 
or 4’3” i. I.mk at i. ..1. (v), 
COL(C), ask, the m“ ash 
1. this card, iS this 
b...... of Cord f. b..,.,. 
-any of th, ~hi=h of any of 
eO.dif ions ,“* of ?h.cond­
y.” he,e the,. 1’1-”= ‘ ,Ofd ~= .,”,. -;“ [lotimfl 
I .!.”,..3, . 
,..-.-. -.- .....”. 
If “Yes,” ;,*; 1;7;.. %,,.-
ask ,---. . . . . in “’~ 
Which? t.m. of whI’h? 
fn:f:rx on hma,,~. (Enccx X .a 
fine for 
INTERVIEWER 
After cun Lxing 
Table u ?or all 
persons, c,afry 
each condttmn 
in cd. (h) or 
COI. (i) back to 
Table I if it 
: %%%%2: mar. nigbcs in 
ccl. (f) OR 
.-2 the entry incol 
A fh) or ..1. @ 
Is m %lpslr. 
ment:’.OR a 





O1d y.” during and COL 
fir.t”.ti.* CON- the past (i) is 
o.*> Old yOU first It +ri”g TINUE 12 m.ntb blank or 
“.ttc* It 
x.	 th.( pOSt ““ has checked 
ns (did it hopp.n) 12 m..th. &ll ~.u, . . . “’None;” 
d.ring th. past or -f.,. checke~ kept ye. ash 
,.s.	 2 w..ks o, th1!t NIIIe? o, the in b-d W.re any 
before that time corKfi- tlll or of these 
+ If ‘“During rion is most of days 
past 2 weeks, ” on cud the day? during 
isk: IAor is lostweek Which w-k, M iur e, the last w.sk m I Dmk- 1 week 














durtng In b.d all school k-p YOU tomb 
that or rimst of during fr.ml wed (Do 
t- the day? that two lu,lng lo 
W.d ,w.. k hat two -1. 
@od? pdod? w..k (P)) 
,.ric.d? 
(i) (1) (k) (1) (m) . 
_Days _D.ys _ D,y, 
D*YS O“&me O“:one o ;.. 
_Dsys days _DnYs 
s n t% O“;..e g :..= — 
_ Day. —DaYs —tiY~ 
x n t&e O“:one ~ :0.. — 
Wt. my ep.,.tie”, on y.” duringp.rfmm.d 
thfs stay at th. h..pft.l? 
ff “Yea,” �nk 
0. Whet WES *ho nun. of th. oq.mtion? 
b. Any othw opwuflonz? 
I 
(i) 
~ Y.. u 
n Yes u 
talk.d to a, lP--.J 
actor Th.” fdl 
about v whfch 
y.”, sta.rn.”t 
. . .7 fit’ ye” 
best, in 
wise, “1 In.mn. 
STOPI
(n) (0) fp) I (*”* (d 
O Last week 03-12 mos 
n Week before a Before 
O Before 2 wk.. 
u Last week 
n FA before a Before 
1=1 Before 2 wk.. 
0 Last week A*YS 
a Week before 
o B=IW= 2 * 
Tabl* N - H~SPITALIZAT10 NS 
what IS AI. nom. ad .ddr.s’ of th. hospital ye. WW. in? 
f%:.. full name of ho.pitaf, atrecd or highway on which i: i. located, 
city and Sf.te; if cdtynot known, inter comfy.) 




No Nmmeof bo.piuf 
time!	 I ciw -a State 
f 
f=l Y*S O No	 N-e of hoapiuf 
Street ~a=w-&-&;------------------
;ard A Card E Card G Card I 
For: For: For: Mobility











6. Hardening of the arteries







D. Trouble with varicose veins





3. Tumor, cyst or growth






Conditions	 Workers and other persons except Children fmm 6 through 16 years old 
Housewives and Children 
16.	 Anyothcrchronic stomach 1. Notable towork atalL 1. Notable togotoschool at all. 




17. Ridney stoncsorchmnic 2. Able to work butlimited in amount 2. Able togo to school buc IimitedtoccKain 
.cime.

kidney trouble of work or kind of wok types of schools or in school attendance. 2. Must stay in the house all or most of 
18, Mental illness 
19. Arthritis or {heumatism 
3. Able to work h limited in kind or amo~t 3, Able to go to school b“t limited in other the time.

20.	 Diabetes 
of other activities. activities. 3. Need the help of another person in

getting around inside or outside tbe





23. Epilepsy 4. Need the help of some special aid,

24. Chronic nervous trouble such as a cane or wheelchair, in

25. Cancer getting around insjde or outside the

26. Chronic skin trouble house.

27. Hernia or rupture 




Card F Card H Card K 
Check List of Sel �cted Impairments For: Housewife For: Children under 6 years old	 Fon Totol combinwd family incomt 
during past 12 months 
1. Deafness or serious trouble hearing with one of E-xh ears 1. Not able to keep house at all. 1. Not able to cake part at all in ordinary Group A. Under $500 (Including loss)

2. Serious. trouble seeing with one or both eyes even when wearing glasses 2. Able to keep house but limited in amount play with otbcr children. Group B. $500- $999

3. Cleft palate 
or kind of housework. 2. Able to play with other children but 
Gm.p C. $1,000- $1,999

4.	 .4ny speech defect 
3. Able tokeep house but limited in kind or limited in amount or kind of play. 
&OUp D. $2,000- $2,999

amount 0 f other activities. 4. Not limited in any of the above ways.

5. Missing fingers, hand, or arm - toes, foot, or leg 
4, Not limited in any of the above ways. . 
Group E. $3,000- $3,999

6. Palsy GmuP F. $4,0+30- $4,999

7. Paralysis of any kind Group G. $5,000- $6,999

8. Repeated trouble with back or spine Gm.p H. $7,000- $9,999

9. aub fwt Group L $10,000-$14,999

0. Permanent stiffness or any defonni~ of the foot, leg, fingers, mm, or back Group J. $15,000 and over

1. Any condition present since birth
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OUTLINE OF REPORT SERIES FOR VITAL AND HEALTH STATISTICS 
Public Health Service Pulilicatian No. 1000 
Series 1.	 Programs and collection procedures. —Reports which describe the general programs of the National 
Center for Health Statistics and its offices and divisions, data collection methods used, definitions, and 
other material necessary for understanding the data. 
Reports number 1-4 
Sevies 2.	 Data evaluation and methods reseavch.- Studies of new statistical methodology including: experimental 
tests of new survey methods, studies of vital statistics collection methods, new analytical techniques, 
objective evaluations of reliability of collected data, contributions to statistical theory. 
Reports number 1-12 
Series 3.	 Analytical studies. —Reports presenting analytical or interpretive studies based on Vital and health sta­
tistics, carrying the analysis further than the expository types of reports in the other series. 
Reports number 1-4 
Series 4. Documents and committee reports .—Final reports of major committees concerned with vital and health 
statistics, and documents such as recommended model vital registration laws and revised birth and 
death certificates. 
Reports number 1 and 2 
Series 10.	 Data From the Health Interview Survey. - S@tistics on illness, accidental injuries, disability, use of 
hospital, medical, dental, and other services, and other health-related topics, based on data collected in 
a continuing national household interview survey. 
Reports number 1-25 
Sem”es 11.	 Data From the Health Examination Survey .—Statistics based on the direct examination, testing, and 
measurement of national samples of the population, including the medically defined prevalence of spe­
cific diseases, and distributions of the population with respect to various physical and physiological 
measurements. 
Reports number 1-12 
Series 12.	 Data From the Health Records Survey. —Statistics from records of hospital discharges and statistics 
relating to the health characteristics of persons in institutions, and on hospital, medical, nursing, and 
personal care received, based on national samples of establishments providing these services and 
samples of the residents or patients. 
Reports number 1 and 2 
Series 20.	 Data on mortality. —Various statistics on mortality other than as included in annual or monthly reporta­
special analyses by cause of death, age, and other demographic variables, also geographic and tftm 
series analyses. 
No reports to date 
Series 21.	 Data on natality, marriage, and divorce. —Various statistics on natality, marriage, and divorce other 
than as included in annual or monthly reports-special analyses by demographic variables, also geo­
graphic and time series analyses, studies of fetiility. 
Reports number 1-6 
Series 22.	 Data From the National Nataiity and Mortality Surveys. —Statistics on characteristics of births and 
deaths not available tlom the vital records, based on sample surveys stemming from these records, 
including such topics as mortality by socioeconomic class, medical experience in the last year of life, 
characteristics of pregnancy, etc. 
Reports number 1 
For a list of titles of reports published in these series, write to:	 National Center for Health Statistic 
U.S. Public Health Service 
Washington, D.C. 20201 
